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Abstract

Gold Nanoparticle Characterization: Improved Methods for Measuring Nanoparticle

Surface Properties and Colloidal Stability

by

Tyler R. Ray

Plasmonic nanoparticles are used in a wide variety of applications over a broad array

of fields including medicine, energy, and environmental chemistry. The continued suc-

cessful development of this class of materials requires the accurate characterization of

nanoparticle stability for a variety of solution-based conditions. Although a wide ar-

ray of methods exist, there is an absence of a unified, quantitative means for complete

nanoparticle characterization. This work focuses on the challenges inherent with current

methods through a comparative analysis of the current gold standard characterization

methods. I propose using capillary electrophoresis and micro-capillary electrophoresis

as powerful tools for better quantifying the inherent polydispersity and differences in

surface functionalization within a nanoparticle sample. I present the Particle Instability

Parameter (PIP) as a robust, quantitative, and generalizable characterization technique

based upon UV-Vis absorbance spectroscopy to characterize colloidal instability. I val-

idate PIP performance with both traditional and alternative characterization methods

by measuring gold nanorod instability in response to different salt (NaCl) concentrations

and as a function of solution pH, salt, and buffer type. I contextualize these methods

within the literature on gold nanoparticle characterization to establish a standardized

methodology for nanoparticle analysis. Finally, I present a concept for an integrated

biodiagnostics platform using gold nanorods based upon an integrated microfluidic mi-

crospectrophotometry system for the detection of pathogens.
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Chapter 1

Preface

1.1 Motivation

When Gerd Binnig and Heinrich Rohrer invented the Scanning Tunneling Microscope

in 1981, they opened the doors to the world of nanotechnology, a term coined by Norio

Taniguchi almost a decade earlier in 1974. The seemingly limitless possibilities offered

by nanotechnology to shape the natural world by precisely controlling the placement and

structure of atoms, only further popularized by Erik Drexler in his seminal book ”Engines

of Creation,” has inspired a whole generation of researchers [1]. There are an estimated

number of over 150,000 researchers in the US, 400,000 worldwide working in the field as

of 2010 [2].

Despite the great interest and focus of scientists along with trillions of dollars in

research grants, the commercial “real world” impact has been limited with only 1300

nanotechnology-based products on the market as of 2012 [3], [4]. The limited realization

of nanotechnology’s promise lies in the significant challenges researchers face in har-

nessing and translating the novel and unique material properties of the nanoscale into

macroscale applications [2]. While researchers have made great fundamental advances
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Preface Chapter 1

in manipulating and controlling matter on the nanoscale, scaling up these techniques to

industrial, mass-production applications has proven a substantial hurdle.

The material properties seen on the nanoscale are exclusively size dependent. The

term nanoscale refers to a specific class of materials that has at least one characteris-

tic dimension between 1-100 nm in length. While engineered nanoparticles are com-

monly associated with the nanoscale, micro and macroscale objects with one dimension

in the nanoscale (e.g., nanofluidic capillary electrophoresis chips) are also considered to

be “nano.” As objects scale up to the microscale, they lose their nanoscale properties

and exhibit the properties found in the bulk material / device. Of particular interest to

both this PhD and to the research community as a whole is harnessing the nanoscale

properties of engineered nanoparticles for macroscale applications without the loss of

these unique material properties.

Engineered nanoparticles refers broadly to a class of particles that are nanoscale in

nature and exhibit tailored material properties [5]. Examples include quantum dots,

polymer beads, inorganic nanoparticles of defined shapes (e.g., rods, spheres, dogbones,

dumbells, triangles, stars), organic particles such as functionalized DNA strands, and

inorganic / organic hybrids including silver DNA clusters and DNA decorated gold

nanospheres. These particles, engineered for specific material properties, can exhibit

a range of radically different mechanical, optical, thermal, electrical, and catalytic prop-

erties compared to their bulk counterparts. Of particular interest are gold nanoparticles,

specifically gold nanorods and nanospheres, for the localized surface plasmon resonance

and elastic light scattering they exhibit when excited by light from the visible spec-

trum. These properties enable a variety of applications including their use as biosensors,

imaging devices, and cancer therapies.

The central challenge to continued application development of both gold nanoparticles

and engineered nanoparticles as a whole is the absence of facile methods of rapidly
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Preface Chapter 1

characterizing nanoparticle morphology and functionalization. Although many methods

exist, development of new characterization tools and standardization of characterization

approaches is a crucial area of continued research [6].

1.2 Scientific Hypothesis

The challenge of accurately characterizing engineered nanoparticles forms the founda-

tional core of this dissertation with a particular focus on gold nanoparticle characteriza-

tion. Specifically, I ask the question: what is the best way to characterize the morphology,

surface properties, and environmental interactions of gold nanoparticles so as to engineer

specific material properties and behavior suitable for biodiagnostic applications?

In this dissertation I propose that microfluidics offers a compelling platform for

nanoparticle characterization that when coupled with optical spectroscopy, enables the

facile characterization of the size, polydispersity, surface charge, and colloidal stability

of a nanoparticle population. To do this, I experimentally compare the measurement

performance of standard nanoparticle characterization tools to that of capillary and

micro-capillary electrophoresis for morphology and surface property analysis. I inves-

tigate the use of UV-Vis spectroscopy as a method to characterize colloidal stability for

nanoparticle populations in comparison with Dynamic Light Scattering measurements.

Finally, I explore the combination of optical absorption spectroscopy with micro-capillary

electrophoresis as a characterization and biosensing platform for gold nanoparticles.

1.3 Chapter Synopses

This dissertation is built upon the three core areas described above. Chapter 2 pro-

vides a broad overview of nanoparticle characterization methodology with specific details
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regarding gold nanoparticles. Chapter 3 studies the efficacy of different methods for char-

acterizing commercially synthesized, fluorescently functionalized gold nanoparticles and

investigates for the first time the characterization of gold nanorods via micro-capillary

electrophoresis. Chapter 4 presents a new method for characterizing the colloidal stabil-

ity of a gold nanoparticle suspension using UV-Vis spectroscopy. Chapter 5 details the

work focused on integrating optical microspectrophotometry and micro-capillary elec-

trophoresis for gold nanoparticle characterization. Chapter 6 provides a summary of this

work and an outlook on future directions.

1.4 Permissions and Attributions

The content of Chapter 4 and Appendix A is the result of a collaboration with

Bethany Lettiere, Joseph de Rutte, and Sumita Pennathur and has previously appeared

in Langmuir[7]. It is reproduced here with the permission of American Chemical Society:

http://pubs.acs.org/.
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Chapter 2

Theory and Background

2.1 Gold Nanoparticles

Metallic nanoparticles have captivated the imaginations of glassworkers, alchemists,

scientists, and researchers since the early Middle Ages. Medieval artisans blended tissue-

paper thin gold sheets into molten glass to create stained glass panels with vivid, rich

ruby red hues to grace the windows of the gothic European cathedrals. These artisans

unknowingly created a composite of colloidal gold nanospheres suspended in a glass

matrix.

While history speaks of the ancient recipes alchemists and artisans used to create

colloidal gold solutions of different colors, a systematic study of gold colloid optical

properties wasn’t conducted until Faraday’s work in 1857. Faraday’s interest in gold

colloids, much like that of today’s researchers, stemmed from the unique optical properties

metallic nanoparticles possess on the nanoscale as compared to their macroscale or “bulk”

material counterparts. In a paper to the Royal Academy of Science, Faraday detailed his

work with “finely-divided gold,” where he studied the vivid colors produced by solutions

of suspended gold colloids [8]. His work was the vanguard for the modern field of colloid
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chemistry and heralded the start of intense interest in colloid suspensions [9].

Faraday’s work with gold colloid suspensions also marked the beginning of researchers’

intense exploration of a very specific subset of metallic colloids – noble metal nanoparti-

cles. Noble metal nanoparticles, specifically gold nanoparticles, exhibit a variety of unique

material properties beyond their optical properties including photothermal, catalytic, and

electrical properties along with bio-inert surfaces that can be easily functionalized [10].

Additionally, gold nanoparticles exhibit material properties fundamentally different from

other nanoparticles with examples including their preferential accumulation in tumor cells

and their ability to enter biological cells much faster than small molecules [11]. These

material properties, along with easier synthesis methods, has continued to drive research

interest promoting the development of compelling nanoparticle applications such as their

use as biosensors, cancer therapies, composite material components, and drug-delivery

mechanisms. This is further evidenced by the fact that since 1990 the number of papers

published on gold nanoparticles each year has grown exponentially[12].

Although the field is vast, especially considering the wide array of synthesized shapes

and sizes of gold nanoparticles, this PhD is focused on a very specific subset of nanopar-

ticles: the study of metallic gold nanorods and, to a lesser degree, gold nanospheres.

Gold nanorods, as with other metallic nanoparticles, possess novel and captivating op-

tical properties as a result of their nanoscale size and shape. This is a result of two

phenomena known as localized surface plasmon resonance and resonant (Rayleigh) elas-

tic light scattering they exhibit when excited by light from the visible spectrum. The

specific interest in gold nanorods stems from the fact that these two phenomena are

shape dependent with gold nanorods exhibiting remarkably different behavior compared

to nanospheres of the same diameter.
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Localized Surface Plasmon Resonance When gold nanorods are excited by light

of the appropriate resonant frequency, they exhibit a behavior known as localized surface

plasmon resonance. At these frequencies, the nanorods intensely absorb the light and

because the diameter of the nanoparticles is smaller than the penetration depth of the

evanescent wave generated by the exciting light, the wave penetrates the particle. The

absorbed energy from the photons of light couples to the conduction band electrons in the

gold nanoparticles and create a negative charge on one side of the particles. As a result,

a ”restoring” force arises to neutralize the attractive force between the two oppositely

polarized sides causing the electrons to collectively oscillate [13, 14]. These oscillations

are referred to as plasma oscillations, plasmons, surface plasmons, particle plasmons, or

surface plasmon polaritrons [15, 16]. The frequencies for the plasmon resonance are

known as plasmon bands or plasmon absorption bands. Most metallic nanoparticles ex-

hibit surface plasmon resonance, but the particular frequencies can vary widely across

the electromagnetic spectrum. For gold nanoparticles, the resonant frequencies are pri-

marily in the visible or near-infrared ranges with the plasmon resonance wavelength for

nanospheres centered around 520 nm [17].

As the aspect ratio of the nanoparticles increase from spheres to rodlike shapes, the

gold nanorods exhibit not only the plasmon band associated with gold nanospheres at

520 nm, but also a second plasmon band either in the red or near-infrared range of the

spectrum. The absorbance spectrum of the second plasmon band shifts further into the

near-infrared with increasing nanorod length as the absorbance of the red wavelength of

light increases [18]. These two plasmon bands correspond to the two axes of the nanorod:

the short or transverse axis and the long or longitudinal axis [19]. It is important to

note that since the second plasmon band is length dependent, one can tune the plasmon

absorption of the nanorods simply by controlling the nanoparticle length. The tunable

nature of the absorption peak has enabled the possibility of a wide range of gold nanorod–
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based sensors.

Rayleigh Light Scattering Light is not only absorbed by the plasmons but is also

elastically scattered, a behavior known as Rayleigh light scattering. As the nanoparticle

increases in size, the amount of light elastically scattered increases compared to the

light absorbed [20]. The plasmons absorb and scatter light at the same wavelength

[13]. As a result of the gold nanorods resonant frequencies being predominantly in the

visible region of the spectrum, this scattering can be used to visualize the gold nanorods

and track their spacial position. When gold nanoparticles are viewed under an optical

microscope at 100x magnification, as a result of the scattering of visible light, individual

colored spots 250-500 nm in diameter appear and directly correspond to either individual

nanoparticles or small clusters of nanoparticles in close proximity [19]. Aggregation of

nanoparticles can cause a color shift as the plasmon resonance of one rod can couple to

another rod if they are separated by <100 nm.

Orientation Effects Beyond the tunability of the plasmon resonant frequency in gold

nanorods that results from changing the aspect ratio of the nanorods, the light scat-

tered by the nanorods is highly dependent on orientation as a result of this anisotropy.

Alivisatos and others, when imaged using darkfield microscopy under polarized light

conditions, observed that the light scattered by the nanorods is strongly polarized in the

direction of the long-axis of the nanorods [21]. Tracking the color shift associated with

the nanorod excitation can be used to detect nanorod orientation in either solution [21]

or locked in a transparent polymer [22]. While the surrounding media can shift the

resonant frequency of the nanorods, in both instances the nanorods could be accurately

characterized. This characterization is applicable for rods of varying aspect ratios with

plasmon bands in both the visible and near-infrared ranges of the spectrum.
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2.1.1 Applications

Gold nanorods, as a result of their light scattering and aspect–ratio dependent prop-

erties, are found primarily in applications serving as sensors or markers, especially in cell

biology [20]. Specifically, gold nanorod applications can be categorized into drug deliv-

ery mechanisms, biological sensors, environmental sensors, cancer therapies, and other

applications such as composite material filters or image markers.

There have been many reviews on the applications of gold nanorods and gold nanopar-

ticles in general. [12] provides one of the earlier reviews on the broad field with an

excellent introduction to the field of noble metal nanoparticles and their current appli-

cations. The specific focus of this review is the origin of the surface plasmon resonance

properties of gold nanoparticles, their synthesis procedures, and potential applications.

[23] follows up this review with another exploring the specific optical and photothermal

properties gold nanoparticles possess and the applications in imaging and sensing these

properties open up. [24] provides another excellent topical overview on the uses of gold

nanoparticles with a look to future applications. More recently, gold nanorods have been

introduced into a variety of biological applications with very specific developments in

surface functionalizations (review by [25]), medical treatments (review by [26]), energy

applications (review by [27]), and general biomedicine (review by [11]).

Specifically, there has been much work by researchers exploring the use of gold

nanorods as biosensors. [28] studied the use of gold nanoparticles as bioconjugates for

aiding the study of Gelatin and Human IgG adsorption through the use of light scat-

tering spectra and dynamic light scattering. [29] published an excellent paper exploring

the use of gold and silver nanoparticles as sensors and the influence on the sensitivity of

plasmon response to size, shape, and metal composition. More recently, [30] developed

an ultrasensitive method for the detection of gene fragments using gold nanoparticles
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and dynamic light scattering. [31] used color changes and dynamic light scattering to

detect DNA sequences using gold nanospheres and gold nanorods. Several researchers,

[32], [33], and [34] use gold nanoparticles to detect viruses through different nanoparticle

surface coatings.

Gold nanoparticles also lend themselves to being used as environmental sensors,

specifically the detection of Mercury in the environment. [35], [36], [37], [38] have each

demonstrated the ability to sense Mercury in various forms and environments with ex-

tremely high sensitivity using gold nanoparticles. Gold nanoparticles have also been used

to detect arsenic in groundwater by [39].

Some of the most novel work with gold nanorods involves their use as a cancer ther-

apy. As a result of the gold nanorods exhibiting surface plasmon resonance, they generate

a great deal of heat when excited at the surface plasmon resonance peak. If the nanopar-

ticles are functionalized such that they preferentially bind to tumor cells, this property

can be used to selectively ablate tumor cells. [40] and [41] provide excellent overviews to

this process and the work that has been done in developing this new type of therapy.

These are not the only uses of gold nanoparticles and specifically gold nanorods.

Mechanical engineers and physicists are also highly interested in the unique material

properties these materials possess and have extended their use into traditional engineering

disciplines. Examples include [42] using gold nanorods as an optical pattern for digital

image correlation to track the local deformation in collagen between cells in real time

and the development of optical metamaterials with a negative index of refraction [43].

2.1.2 Gold Nanorod Synthesis

The gold nanorods used in this work were created using the well-established seed-

mediated growth approach developed in the Murphy Lab at the University of South
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Carolina [44, 45]. This process can produce a relatively monodisperse solution containing

90% gold nanorods of uniform length. Both ”long” and ”short” nanorods can be produced

through this process.

Seed Solution Preparation:

Combine 9.75mL of 0.1M CTAB with 0.25mL of 0.01M HAuCl4 (gold salt) in a

sterile conical flask. Rapidly add 0.6mL of ice cold 0.1NaBH4 (sodium borohydride) to

the solution while stirring. Stir solution at a medium speed for 2 minutes. With the

addition of the NaBH4, the solution will turn from gold to dark brown, indicating the

formation of spherical nanoparticles. This solution should be used within 2 to 5 hours

from preparation.

Short Nanorod Preparation:

The following detailed process yields nanorods of aspect ratio up to 6. Figure 2.1

provides a graphical overview of this process. Specifically, the process consists of adding

9.5mL of 0.1M CTAB into a clean test tube, followed by the addition of the desired

quantity of AgNO3 (silver nitrate). After mixing these two quantities together, 0.5mL of

HAuCl4 is added to the test tube, which is then inverted. The addition of the gold salt

turns the clear solution into a solution with a rich, dark gold color. It is important to note

that if multiple batches of rods are produced, each test tube must be treated separately

from this point onwards. Next, add 0.055mL of freshly prepared 0.1M ascorbic acid to

the solution and invert the test tube. The solution should immediately turn from a dark

gold color to clear. If any color remains, rods will not form. 0.012mL of the gold seed

solution is then added to the solution and the test tube is very slowly tipped to one side

in a one-half inversion. The solution is then left overnight and will slowly change from

clear to a colored solution whose specific color depends upon the aspect ratio of the gold
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nanorods. This preparation will produce rods as small as 10nm and as large as 120nm.

The precise aspect ratio of the gold nanorods depends upon the amount of silver nitrate

added to the solution. For rods 10 nm in length, 0.01mL of 0.01 M AgNO3 should be

used. A 0.01mL increase in amount added corresponds to a 10 nm increase in rod length

until the maximum length of 120 nm is reached.

Figure 2.1: The process for synthesizing short gold nanorods (aspect ratio less than
6) is presented graphically. Briefly, a seed solution is created consisting of 3nm gold
spheres by reducing chloroauric acid with a strong reducing agent in the presence of
surfactant. A solution of surfactant, silver nitrate, and chloroauric acid is then mixed
with a weak reducing agent (ascorbic acid) to create a growth solution, which upon
the addition of a small amount of the seed solution, will yield gold nanorods if left
undisturbed overnight. The length (aspect ratio) of the synthesized nanorods depends
upon the amount of silver nitrate added to the growth solution before the addition of
the ascorbic acid.

A photograph of nanorods synthesized by this method are shown in Figure 2.2 as

synthesized by me in our lab.
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Figure 2.2: Color image of synthesized nanospheres and nanorods. The left–most vial
contains synthesized nanospheres (25nm in diameter) for comparison to the nanorod
samples. The color shifts from blue to green to tan to brown as the nanorods increase
in aspect ratio. As this synthesis method maintains the same diameter of the nanorods,
a change in aspect ratio is directly related to a change in nanorod length.

Long Nanorod Preparation:

Long nanorods are prepared through a three-step process, which produces nanorods

with an aspect ratio of 13 +/- 2. 9mL of 0.1 M CTAB is added to each of three test-tubes

labeled A, B, and C. 0.25mL of 0.01M HAuCl4 is added to each test tube followed by

0.05mL of freshly prepared 0.01 M ascorbic acid. 1mL of the 4nm gold seed solution

is then added to test-tube A and stirred vigorously for 30s. The color of test-tube A

turned red within 2-3 min. of the addition of the seed. After 4-5h, 1mL of the solution

was pipetted into test-tube B and stirred vigorously. The color of test-tube B turned red

within 4-5 min. of the addition of the solution from A. After 4-5h, 1mL of the solution is
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pipetted into test-tube C followed by vigorous stirring. The color of test-tube C turned

red with within 10 minutes of the addition of the solution from B. This solution was left

overnight. Excess CTAB was removed from the solution in test-tube C by centrifuging

test- tube C at 2000rpm for 30 minutes at room temperature. The supernate, which

contains the excess CTAB and non-nanorod nanoparticles, is then removed and the

remaining pellet is re-dispersed in 1mL of water and sonicated. The solution contains

gold nanorods with an aspect ratio of 13.

Material Considerations

The chemistry involved in synthesizing gold nanorods is quite complex and requires

materials to be of a certain quality. The Deionized water (DI) used for this synthesis was

18.1 MΩ from a Millipore system. All chemicals were ordered from Sigma-Aldrich and

were used as received. It should be noted that this process is very sensitive to the purity

of the CTAB and for this synthesis the ultra-pure CTAB, H9151, was used. Temperature

is also a factor in synthesis and as such the CTAB, seed, and growth solutions were kept

at a constant 26 ◦C during the growth process in a home–built incubator.

2.2 Nanoparticle Characterization Methods

Accurate methods of nanoparticle characterization are vitally important for further

breakthroughs in the field as well as the industrial development of nanoparticle applica-

tions. Current methods are limited by a variety of factors with no one technique offering

the necessary sensitivity, accuracy, affordability, or speed to fully characterize nanopar-

ticle samples. The ability to perform in-situ rapid characterization of the size, shape,

surface charge, and nanoparticle stability in a variety of environments would be beneficial

in further extending nanoparticle development and application.
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2.3 State of Characterization

Nanoparticles are characterized using a variety of techniques ranging from individual

nanoparticle measurements to bulk, ensemble studies of colloidal solutions. These tech-

niques can be generally classified based on the analytical method and are broadly listed

in Table 2.1. While not an exhaustive list, the breadth demonstrates the large number

of techniques developed for nanoparticle characterization.

Although there exists a wide range of techniques available as seen in Table 2.1, litera-

ture reflects three common techniques used across all disciplines that form the workhorse

characterization methodology for gold nanorod analysis.

• TEM to image the physical structure of the nanoparticles

• DLS to characterize ensemble colloidal properties and determine nanoparticle zeta

potential or “surface charge”

• UV-Vis to characterize the light response and concentration of nanoparticles

Similar to other nanoparticles, gold nanorods are characterized primarily using the

three techniques listed above. Specifically, gold nanorods are commonly characterized by

their size using TEM [59, 60, 10, 61], their zeta potential using DLS [57, 62, 63, 64, 65,

66, 67, 68, 69, 70], and their absorbance spectra using the UV-Vis [57, 36, 71, 72].

By using these three techniques, researchers try to overcome the limitations inherent

in each technique to better understanding the precise nature of the nanoparticle being

characterized.

Specific limitations with TEM analysis include not only the high-cost of ownership,

operation, and maintenance (+$250K), but also the substantial operational and analyti-

cal time and skill required to characterize nanoparticle samples. As this is a single particle

measurement, great care must be taken to analyze a statistically significant number of
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Classification Technique Type

Chromatography Size Exclusion (SEC)[46],
Capillary
Electrochromatography[46],
Gas (GC)[46], Liquid (LC)[46],
High-Performance Liquid
(HPLC)[46],
Micellar Electrokinetic
Chromatography[46]

Ensemble

Microscopy, Optical Brightfield, Darkfield[47], Con-
focal,
Total Internal Reflection

Ensemble

Microscopy, Electron Transmission Electron (TEM),
Scanning Tunneling,
Scanning Electron

Single

Microscopy, Other Atomic Force (AFM), Kelvin Probe Single

Scattering Dynamic Light (DLS)[48],
Interferometry[49],
Nanoparticle Tracking Analysis
(NTA)[50], Rayleigh (Resonant)
Light (RLS)[41]

Ensemble

Separations, Electrophoresis Gel[51], Capillary[52],
Microfluidic Capillary[53],
Nanofluidic Capillary[54],
Polyacrylamide Gel (PAGE)[55]

Ensemble

Spectroscopy, Physical Mass (MS)[56],
Matrix–Assisted Laser Desorp-
tion Ionization (MALDI)[56]

Ensemble

Spectroscopy, Light UV-Visible Absorbance (UV–
Vis)[57],
Raman[10],
Surface Enhanced Raman
(SERS)[10],
Circular Dichroism[58],
Fluorescence[54]

Ensemble

Other Field Flow Fractionation
(FFF)[46],
Centrifugation,
Ultracentrifugation

Ensemble

Table 2.1: Representative list of different nanoparticle characterization techniques.
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particles in order to draw accurate conclusions about the sample. Due to the TEM mea-

surement using an electron beam to “image” a nanoparticle, samples that are organic,

non-solid, or deformable do not image either clearly or at all. For gold nanorod analysis,

this limits the ability to detect coatings, such as the CTAB bilayer coating the outer

surface of the gold nanorod core.

DLS equipment, while moderately expensive ($30-$50K), offers a simple turnkey so-

lution to ensemble particle measurements. The ease of use offered by DLS has prompted

its rapid adoption in many research laboratories, but at the expense of utilizing the

technique to characterize particles without assessing its suitability to the sample. Some

of the DLS limitations include inability to accurately characterize polydisperse samples,

non-spherical particles, nanoparticles smaller than 100 nm in diameter, and non-optically

clear (turbid) samples[69, 73, 46]. Although some of these limitations can be addressed by

appropriate sample preparation, the DLS technique is often limited to qualitative rather

than quantitative measurements when analyzing nanometer sized particles [74]. Specific

to gold nanorods, their highly charged surface (surface coatings typically >25mV [59])

causes significant issues with the accurate reporting of the nanorod zeta potential [46].

Furthermore, the anisotropy of the nanorod shape prohibits accurate size measurements,

instead yielding an average size from the diameter and nanorod length.

The UV-Vis instrument is a relatively inexpensive measurement technique ($10–

$60K), but limited to measuring the absorptivity and concentration of a colloidal so-

lution of nanoparticles. This technique is readily suited to nanoparticles that strongly

absorb or scatter light, such as metallic nanoparticles. While also a turnkey solution,

less knowledge is required to measure accurate spectral data of a nanoparticle sample.

The technique’s limitations stem from the fact that it is difficult to resolve accurate spec-

tral information from polydisperse samples, highly concentrated samples, and samples

that have weak signal response compared with the background solvent. As this is an
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ensemble measurement, specifics about individual nanoparticles or smaller population

subsets of a sample are lost in the aggregated measurement. This is especially true for

gold nanorod absorbance spectra measurements. The gold nanorod absorbance spectra

is broadened as a result of the inherent polydispersity present in synthesized nanorod

solutions [11, 75, 76, 25, 41, 77] , along with trace elements of non-nanorod shaped gold

nanoparticles (e.g. spheres, triangles, etc.) [72] as compared to the theoretical absorbance

spectra calculated by Mie Scattering Theory[78].

Nanoparticle characterization and analysis is a challenging and complex topic. Cur-

rent state one that has been covered in great detail in several excellent treatments by

[79, 56, 61, 80]. As seen from these reviews and from experimental literature, better

characterization methods are required for the advancement of nanoparticle–based appli-

cations [81]. Specifically, new methods to perform the in-situ rapid characterization of

the size, shape, surface charge, and nanoparticle stability in a variety of environments

are critical to the progress of several different applications.

Specific examples include:

• Biosensors: The development of nanoparticle based biosensor applications utiliz-

ing the Localized Surface Plasmon Resonance of gold nanorods. LSPR biosensors

require monodisperse populations for the greatest sensitivity [82] as even small

differences in length can cause significant signal shifts [10].

• Composite Materials: Using gold nanorods in composite materials or as self-

assembly building blocks also requires precise size control over the nanorod popu-

lation [83]. The inability to accurately and rapidly characterize nanoparticle size

will hamper further development of nanoparticle–based applications such as these.

• Molecular Identification: SERS detection of molecular targets of interest strongly

depends on the shape and size of the gold nanorod [29]. Without careful control
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over both properties, SERS “hotspots” will be limited weakening the maximize

Raman signal strength.

• Nanomedicine: In nanoparticle cancer therapy treatments the shape of a nanopar-

ticle governs the effectiveness of the nanoparticle at converting light to heat for

tumor irradiation [84, 85, 34]. The charge of gold nanorods can also influence

the ability of the nanorods to infiltrate tumor cells and collect at the appropriate

cellular targets [86] necessitating careful control over surface charge to optimize

treatment effectiveness.

2.4 Summary

Gold nanoparticles hold great promise for novel applications as a result of their

unique optical and photothermal properties, availability of synthetic protocols that can

tune the size and shape of the particles, ability to modify the surface and conjugate

drugs/molecules to the nanorods, and relative biocompatibility. However, standard

methods for determining raw nanoparticle synthesis quality, such as DLS and UV-Vis

spectroscopy, have detection limits restricting measurements to bulk solution averages,

which in turn prevent the characterization of nanoparticle polydispersity necessary for

increasing their effectiveness in therapeutic applications. Furthermore, conformation mi-

croscopy techniques such as TEM analysis, although able to accurately determine the size

and shape of particles also are not ideal as they do not allow for in-situ analysis. There-

fore, further breakthroughs and industrial development of metallic nanoparticles require

the in-situ rapid characterization of the size, shape, surface charge, and nanoparticle sta-

bility in a variety of environments. The forthcoming chapter investigates the potential

of capillary electrophoresis and micro-capillary electrophoresis as an improved analyt-

ical approach to nanoparticle characterization in comparison with the aforementioned
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standard characterization methods.
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Chapter 3

Comparative Analysis of

Nanoparticle Measurement Methods

3.1 Motivation

Engineered nanoparticles are broadly used in an array of applications as a result of

their unique material properties. Of particular interest are gold nanoparticles due to their

unique light scattering, electrical, and chemical properties enabling their use in applica-

tions such as biosensing[87], diagnosis[88], therapeutics[89, 90], photovoltaics[91], energy

storage[92], reusable catalysts[93], chemical analysis[94], and water purification[95]. Suc-

cessful application development requires the ability to carefully manipulate and control

nanoparticle material properties. It is therefore critically important to be able to accu-

rately, precisely, and completely characterize the nanoparticles during and after synthesis.

Factors such as shape. size, and surface chemistry can heavily influence the final mate-

rial properties, especially when the nanoparticles are non-spherical [84]. Characterization

tools are also important outside of the laboratory as understanding how nanoparticles

interact with the environment is vital for developing new nanoparticle applications and
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therefore robust characterization tools are required that can distinguish the nanoparticle

behavior apart from the myriad of external environmental factors and contaminants[96].

Similar to other nanoparticles, gold nanoparticles are characterized primarily using

Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM), Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS), and UV-

Vis Spectroscopy. Specifically, gold nanorods are commonly characterized by their size

using TEM [59, 60, 10, 61], their zeta potential using DLS [57, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67,

68, 69, 70], and absorbance spectra using UV-Vis [57, 36, 71, 72]. Although widely

adopted, these characterization methods are insufficient to fully characterize nanoparticle

properties[6] as detailed in several excellent treatments by [79, 56, 61, 80]. As elucidated

both in these reviews and from experimental literature, better characterization methods

are required for the advancement of nanoparticle–based applications [81]. Specifically,

new methods to perform the in-situ rapid characterization of the size, shape, surface

charge, and nanoparticle stability in a variety of environments are critical to the progress

of several different applications.

Researchers have been working to fill this analytical need by extending standard

nanoparticle characterization techniques [65] or applying bioanalytical characterization

techniques such as gel electrophoresis [51] and CE [97, 98, 99, 100, 101]; however, nei-

ther path has developed a technique that can fully describe both the size and shape

distribution of synthesized gold nanorods.

Khlebtsov in 2004 worked on extending DLS and UV-Vis to better size gold nanopar-

ticles by comparing peak absorption position from the UV-Vis to particle size from DLS

with moderate success [102]. Perez-Juste and Luis M. Liz-Marzan continued to develop

DLS for relatively short length (< 100nm) nanorods by incorporating translation and

rotational diffusion calculations in the DLS measurement[66]. Khlebtsov continued his

work with DLS nanoparticle sizing to better understand and resolve the false peak infor-

mation generated by the rotating diffusion of nanorods [68]. They found that the DLS
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peak width did not correspond to TEM measurements and concluded that the DLS was

best suited for slow aggregation bio-conjugation studies of gold nanorods. Based upon

this work, Compagnini [57] and Muschol [67] used depolarized DLS to try to improve

DLS nanoparticle size measurements. While they found some improvements, the influ-

ence of gold nanorod diffusion (both translational and rotational) introduced a 10%–20%

discrepancy as compared to TEM measurements[67].

Much of the work in adapting techniques from the bioanalytical field to nanoparticle

analysis has centered on utilizing electrophoresis in either a gel or capillary to separate

out populations of nanoparticles based upon size and shape [97]. While established as a

workhorse technique for separating nanostructures such as DNA, gel electrophoresis has

only been used in a few instances to characterize gold nanoparticles [103]. Both [104]

and [51] published papers on using gel electrophoresis to separate gold nanorods and

nanospheres, but with limited separation resolution. However, little work has been done

since these two papers.

Overwhelmingly, researchers have focused on adapting CE to nanoparticle character-

ization. Capillary electrophoresis (CE) is a powerful and well-established technique for

separating and analyzing charged species of interest[105]. Although traditionally used

for the characterization of ionic and molecular analytes, researchers have demonstrated

the efficacy of CE in characterizing both the size and surface charge of an array of

nanoparticles[106] including AuNS[107] and quantum dots[108].

The use of CE in AuNP characterization is quite recent with [98] publishing some

of the earliest work using CE to characterize the size distribution of synthesized gold

nanospheres. They found moderate success in separating nanoparticles of different di-

ameters. [109] published an early review on the use of CE of colloidal nanoparticles, a

technique found to be successful in characterizing a variety of different nanoparticle size

distributions. [52] used CE to separate gold nanospheres. They found that the surfactant
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SDS was required to adequately separate the nanospheres in their buffer solution. They

followed this work with another paper [110] where they examined the feasibility of em-

ploying CE to separate silver nanoparticles. They determined that without the addition

of SDS to the running electrolyte, nanoparticle separations did not occur.

Improvements to separation resolution drove the work of [111] and [112] who both

published on the use of reversed electrode polarity stacking mode (REPSM) in CE to

enhance the detection and separation of mixtures of gold and silver nanospheres. [112]

found that REPSM offered significant enhancement of nanoparticle separations com-

pared to standard CE. An important point from this work is that they found a linear

relationship between the electrophoretic mobilities and the sizes of the gold nanospheres

with diameters from 5.3 to 59.9 nm where the relative standard deviations of the elec-

trophoretic mobilities were below 0.6%. [106] published an excellent review of capillary

electrophoretic characterization work to date and concludes that this nascent nanopar-

ticle characterization technique holds much promise for developing a low-cost means of

characterizing nanoparticles with great specificity and accuracy. We note that the pri-

mary focus of most of these studies have been on gold nanospheres and few studies exist

characterizing anisotropic gold nanoparticles using CE.

Microchip CE (µCE), a recent subset of CE, has been extensively utilized with other

forms of nanoparticles (e.g. DNA), but has not been explored in great detail for the

study gold nanoparticles or gold nanorods [113], [106], [97]. Work by the Santiago [114]

and Pennathur [53] groups have shown improved characterization methods using µCE

for characterizing polystyrene nanoparticles. Although there is significant interest in

integrating gold nanoparticles into microfluidic chips to improve µCE performance[115],

to our knowledge, no µCE studies have been performed to characterize gold nanorods.

In this work, we characterize eight distinct populations of AuNPs, four AuNS and

four AuNR, using TEM, DLS, and UV-Vis spectroscopy. We compare the performance
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Product Number Type SPR
Peak
(nm)

Diameter
(nm)

Length
(nm)

Concentration
(nps/mL)

C16A1-10-CY488-TC-50 Sphere 529 10 - 4.60E+14
C16A1-25-CY488-TC-50 Sphere 521 25 - 3.76E+13
C16A1-100-CY488-TC-50 Sphere 583 100 - 3.77E+11
C16A1-60-CY488-TC-50 Sphere 543 60 - 1.62E+11

C16A2-25-700-CY488-TC-50 Rod 740 25 84 4.8E+12
C16A2-25-980-CY488-TC-50 Rod 980 25 146 1.1E+12
C16A2-40-700-CY488-TC-50 Rod 699 40 117 1.5E+12
C16A2-50-700-CY488-TC-50 Rod 687 50 140 1.1E+12

Table 3.1: Commercial nanoparticles from Nanopartz with reported material values.

of these methods with both CE and µCE to evaluate the efficacy of CE and µCE as

improved methods for analyzing AuNPs.

3.2 Materials and Methods

3.2.1 Chemicals

Sodium tetraborate decahydrate (B4Na2O7 · 10H2O, S249, Fisher), Acetone (A18P-

4, Fisher), sodium hydroxide (NaOH, S318, Fisher), Fluorescein sodium salt (F6377,

Sigma-Aldrich), 6-Carboxyfluorescein (C0662, Sigma-Aldrich) were used as received. All

suspensions were prepared using Millipore 18.2 MΩ·cm DI water. AuNS and AuNR

were ordered from Nanopartz (Loveland, Co.) with Alexafluor 488 fluorescent labels and

carboxyl conjugation. Nanoparticle stock solutions were received highly concentrated

(Optical Density: 50-60) in DI water and were diluted before use. Specific nanoparticle

parameters are detailed in Table 3.1.
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3.2.2 Methods and Instrumentation

Solution Preparation

Buffer Preparation: A stock solution of 150 mM borate buffer was prepared from

sodium tetraborate in DI water. The final pH value was measured to be 9.2 at 22.1 C.

Mobility Markers: Stock solutions of 1 mM fluorescein (FL) and 6-carboxyfluorescein

(6-FAM) were prepared from dry salts in DI water. A weak stock solution the combined

dyes was used for µCE measurement such that the dye concentration in the final solution

was 1 µM for both dyes FL and 6-FAM suspended in 10 mM borate buffer.

Nanoparticle Suspensions (DLS, TEM, UV-Vis, CE): For each analysis solution, a

50 uL volume of concentrated nanoparticle sample was diluted to a final volume of 1 mL.

The final solution had a background electrolyte concentration of 10 mM borate buffer

and fluorescent mobility markers (50 µM [FL] and [6-FAM]).

Nanoparticle Suspensions (µCE): Prepared in the same was as previously described,

µCE analytical solutions have a reduced mobility marker concentration to prevent camera

signal saturation. Final concentrations are 0.5 µM for each dye.

We note that the concentration of the stock nanoparticle solutions is unknown due to

the proprietary nature of Nanopartz’s synthesis method. Per Nanopartz advertising, the

nanoparticle solutions are synthesized using a non-citrate based gold nanosphere synthesis

method. As an analogue, we hold the optical density constant among the nanoparticle

samples.

Transmission Electron Microscopy

Transmission electron microscope (TEM) micrographs were taken using a FEI Tecnai

G2 Sphera Microscope. TEM grids were prepared by drop-casting 10 µL of AuNPs onto a

TEM copper grid (400 mesh, 01822, Ted Pella). AuNP dimensions were calculated from
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a minimum of 300 nanoparticles for AuNRs and 1500 nanoparticles for AuNS. AuNR

lengths and widths were measured with the image processing platform Macnification

(Orbicule, OS X). AuNS dimensions were calculated from measured particle area using

the particle analysis plugin available in ImageJ[116]. Statistical analysis performed using

R.

UV-Vis Spectroscopy

For AuNR absorbance spectral characterization, AuNPs (10 µL aliquots) were di-

luted with 990 µL DI water and placed in Eppendorf Uvette cuvettes. The absorbance

spectra were acquired using a Beckman Coulter DU800 Spectrophotometer. Spectral

measurements were recorded with 1 nm resolution with a range of 200 nm - 1100 nm.

Before sample analysis, a solvent baseline measurement was recorded for use as a sample

blank. AuNR aspect ratio measurements were calculated using the procedure outlined in

[117]. AuNS particle diameters were calculated via fitting measured spectra to the Mie

scattering model via Mathematica[118].

Dynamic Light Scattering and Zeta Potential

Time resolved measurements of the AuNP hydrodynamic radius were obtained via

dynamic light scattering (DLS) measurements using two instruments: a Wyatt Möbius

(laser: 532 nm, 50 mW, θ = 163.5◦) and a Malvern Zetasizer Nano ZS (laser: 633 nm,

4 mW, θ = 173◦). For the Wyatt, the DLS acquisition time was 2 s and 10 acquisitions

forming a measurement. Measurements were taken continuously for 15 min to monitor

for time-dependent signal variations indicative of particle aggregation. The Malvern

measurement duration was automatically determined with a cutoff defined as between 20

and 50 runs. The reported hydrodynamic radius for both measurements were calculated

from the raw data using the cumulant method.
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Both tools used phase amplitude light scattering (PALS) measurements to record

AuNP mobility. The Wyatt used a 20 s PALS collection period, applied voltage intensity

was 2.5 V, the electric field frequency was 10 Hz, and measurements were simultaneously

recorded with the DLS measurements throughout the 15 min experiment. Malvern mea-

surement duration was automatically determined with a cutoff defined as between 20 and

50 runs. All other parameters are automatically set. Zeta potential measurements were

performed after the DLS measurements.

Measurements on the Wyatt were performed using a low-volume dip cell with a 60

µL sample volume. The Malvern measurements were taken using a plastic folded cap-

illary cell with a sample volume of 1 mL. Each cell was cleaned before and after each

measurement. The Wyatt dip cell was cleaned using the following procedure: 2 min DI

rinse, 1 min Isopropyl Alcohol (IPA) rinse, and high-pressure drying with filtered house

nitrogen (40 psi) until fully dry. The Malvern cell was cleaned by flushing 5 mL of DI, 1

mL of IPA, and 5 mL of DI through the capillary. All measurements were performed in

triplicate.

Capillary Zone Electrophoresis

A Hewlett Packard (now Agilent) Capillary Electrophoresis 3DCE system with a

diode array detector (DAD) was used for all CE measurements. For each measurement,

the DAD detector monitored five wavelength bands (260 nm, 488 nm, 520 nm, 550 nm,

and 580 nm) ±10 nm simultaneously in real-time. Two identically prepared capillaries

were used for all measurements with manually formed measurement windows. Capillaries

were initially conditioned with a 5 min DI flush, 20 min NaOH flush, and a 10 min

flush with the running electrolyte (10 mM borate buffer, pH 9.2). Each experiment

preconditioned the capillary with a 3 min NaOH flush with a subsequent 3 min running

electrolyte flush. Specific capillary dimensions and experimental conditions are detailed
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in Table 3.2.

CE Parameters
Diameter (ID) 50 µm
Length 40.25 cm
Length to Detector 31.75 cm
Applied Voltage 16 kV
Injection Pressure 15 kPa
Injection Time 20 s
Temperature 25.1 ◦C
Material Fused Silica

Table 3.2: Experimental conditions for the capillary electrophoresis measurements.
All measurements were performed on an HP 3DCE system.

Optimization of injection conditions was conducted using a calibration sample of 1%

Acetone, 50 µM FL, and 50 µM 6-FAM in 10 mM borate buffer with a 1 mL total

volume. Selected injection pressure and time provided a maximized intensity peak with

a gaussian plug shape. AuNP concentration was optimized for sensing and identified

as 50 uL of concentrated stock solution diluted to a 1 mL final volume. No Acetone is

present in AuNP solutions. The stock solutions were classified by Nanopartz such that

they had similar optical densities enabling constant absorbance intensity measurements

independent of nanoparticle shape / size via the CE DAD. Separation experiment length

(time) was optimized to 12.5 min after varying experiment length from 7.5 min to 60

min. No peaks were observed via CE after 9.5 min for any AuNP sample.

Electroosmotic mobility was assessed using a calibration solution of 50 µM FL, 50 µM

6-FAM, 1% Acetone in 10 mM borate running buffer with a 1 mL total sample volume.

All measurements were performed in triplicate. Calibration runs were performed after

every 9 AuNP measurement runs to verify system performance and monitor drift in the

CE system. Raw measurement data was smoothed via wavelet analysis[119] and analyzed

using Matlab (v. R2014b), IgorPro (v. 6.1), and R (v. 3.2.2).
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Microchip Capillary Zone Electrophoresis

Microchip capillary electrophoresis measurements were conducted using a bespoke

system built upon an inverted epifluorescent microscope (Olympus IX-71, Olympus, Inc.)

with a 60X water immersion objective (UPLAPO-W 60X, Olympus, Inc.), laserport fil-

tercube with fluorescent filters (Z488RDC, HQ525/50m, Chroma Technology), back illu-

minated EMCCD camera (Andor iXon Ultra 897, Andor), 0.5X demagnifier (Olympus,

Inc.), automated stage (HLD117, Prior Scientific, Inc.), and 473 nm CW laser (Optotron-

ics) as the excitation source for FITC-compatible fluorescent dyes. Excitation source

power intensity limited to 5 mW to limit photobleaching and damage to optical compo-

nents. Voltage is applied via a high voltage sequencer (LabSmith HVS448-6000D+LC).

System is contained in a darkroom to eliminate stray light sources.

Borosilicate glass microfluidic cross-channel devices (Dolomite Ltd.) were used for all

microchip capillary electrophoresis experiments. Fabricated using fusion-bonded D263

borosilicate glass wafers, the devices had the following channel lengths: North (N), South

(S), West (W) channels - 5 mm (4.35 mm actual); East (E - separation) - 30 mm (29.35

mm actual). Microfluidic channels were wet-etched via hydrofluoric acid to a target depth

of 20 µm. Starting channel width is 7 µm and the final width is 47 µm forming a ‘D-

shaped’ cross-section profile. Bottom glass thickness is 0.5 mm and compensated by the

correction collar on the 60X water objective. The microfluidic chip is held in a custom

stainless steel / PEEK chipholder with integrated 60 µL reservoirs. The chipholder is

cleaned prior to and after each experiment via manual washing with Alconox - Powdered

Precision Cleaner (Alconox, Inc.) and subsequent flush with DI and IPA before drying

with filtered high-pressure nitrogen.

Each microfluidic chip was conditioned prior to use using the following procedure:

(1) DI channel hydration via capillary filling, (2) 5 min electroosmotic flow flushing with
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DI (E: -300V, N/S/W: floating), (3) 30 min electroosmotic flow flushing with NaOH

(E: -300V, N/S/W: floating), (4) 5 min electroosmotic flow flushing with DI (E: -300V,

N/S/W: floating), 20 min electroosmotic flow flushing with running buffer (10 mM borate

buffer, E: -300V, N/S/W: floating). Reservoir solutions are replaced every 5 min. all

solutions are prepared with 0.2 µm filtered (190-9920, Nalgene) DI.

For all AuNP measurements, the camera was used with electron-multiplying (EM)

gain set to 300 and a bias of +3 V. The exposure was set to 0.1 s with the detector

positioned 16 mm from the cross-channel intersection. Additional experimental details

are outlined in Table 3.3. The LabSmith sequencer was used to synchronize to the

separation program a custom-fabricated laser shutter and the camera. This eliminated

any delay between the application of the applied separation voltage and the start of

detection while preventing possible photobleaching from scattered laser light.

µCE Parameters
Depth 20 µm
Separation Length 29.35 mm
Length to Detector 16 mm
Applied Electric Field -17.4 kV/m
Separation Time 90 s
Temperature 25 ◦C
Material D263

Table 3.3: Experimental conditions for microchip capillary electrophoresis measurements.

Each measurement produced a single stacked .tif file of raw image intensity. These

images were post-processed and analyzed using Matlab (v. R2014b), IgorPro (v. 6.1),

and R (v. 3.2.2). The µCE solutions contain only FL and 6-FAM as mobility markers as

the detection system uses fluorescence rather than absorbance rendering Acetone unde-

tectable. The electroosmotic flow component is removed using the previously determined

mobility values via CE for these markers.
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pH Determination

Measurements were recorded using a calibrated pH meter (Oakton pH 11 Meter) in

triplicate.

3.3 Results and Discussion

3.3.1 Characterization of Size and Polydispersity of Commer-

cial AuNPs

The size distribution of eight distinct commercially synthesized (Nanopartz) AuNP

samples (Spheres :NS10, NS25, NS60, NS100; Rods : NR25(700), NR25(980), NR40(700),

NR50(700)) were characterized using UV-Vis spectroscopy, TEM, and DLS. These tech-

niques comprise the primary and readily available suite of analytical methods for char-

acterizing nanoparticles as reported in literature[120, 61, 121, 6].

UV-Vis absorbance spectroscopy was used to determine the localized surface plas-

mon resonance peak locations for the AuNP samples as shown in Figure 3.1. For the

AuNS samples there is a single maxima, the location of which red-shifts with increasing

AuNS diameter. The AuNR samples each exhibit two peaks as a result of their particle

anisotropy with a transverse surface plasmon resonance peak (tSPR) located between 505

nm and 550 nm from the AuNR diameter and a longitudinal surface plasmon resonance

peak (lSPR) from the AuNR length that red-shifts with increasing AuNR aspect ratio.

As the location of these peaks relate to the fundamental morphology, particle composi-

tion, and dimensions of the nanoparticles, the measured spectra can be used to ascertain

the size of the AuNPs via Mie scattering theory.

Mie scattering theory relates the optical properties of isolated colloids suspended in

a medium to the colloid size with the extinction cross-section given by Equation 3.1
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Figure 3.1: Spectra from UV-Vis absorbance spectroscopy measurements of the
four populations of AuNS (NS10, NS25, NS60, NS100) and AuNRs (NR25(700),
NR25(980), NR40(700), NR50(700)). The nanosphere spectra show the expected
red-shift of the LSPR peak with the increase in nanosphere size. The nanorod popu-
lations have LSPR peaks nominally located at 700 nm and 980 nm, as ordered from
the manufacturer. The location of this peak is aspect ratio dependent such that the
three different nanorod populations (NR25(700), NR40(700), NR50(700)) have the
same LSPR peak position, but different dimensions. AuNP samples are suspended in
10 mM borate buffer.
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[122, 123].

Cext =
2π

|k|2
∑

(2L+ 1)Re(aL + bL) (3.1)

For this equation, Cext is the extinction cross-section, k is the wave vector k = 2π
√

ε
λ
,

aL(R, λ) and bL(R, λ) are the scattering coefficients. aL(R, λ) and bL(R, λ) are defined

in terms of Ricatti-Bessel functions as shown in Equation 3.2 and Equation 3.3.

aL =
mψL(mx)ψ

′
L(x)− ψ

′
L(mx)ψL(x)

mψL(mx)η
′
L(x)− ψ

′
L(mx)ηL(x)

(3.2)

bL =
ψL(mx)ψ

′
L(x)−mψ

′
L(mx)ψL(x)

ψL(mx)η
′
L(x)−mψ

′
L(mx)ηL(x)

(3.3)

Here the size parameter is defined as x = kR and m = ε
εm

where ε is the dielectric

function of the colloids and εm is the dielectric constant of the medium. For colloids

such as gold nanospheres with radii significantly smaller than the wavelength of light

(R
λ
< 0.1) Equation 3.1 can be simplified by considering only the first electric dipole

term (L=1)[124]. For gold nanoparticles, the experimental values from Johnson and

Christy[125] are used for εr and εi. The theoretical absorbance cross-section for a par-

ticular nanosphere size can be related to the measured absorbance spectra of a dilute

nanosphere solution through Equation 3.4[124].

A =
CextLN

ln(10)
(3.4)

Where L is the optical path length of the UV-Vis spectrophotometer and N is the

number of particles per unit volume. Using this method[118], AuNS diameters were

calculated from the spectra in Figure 3.1 and provided in Table 3.4.

Gans[126] extended this theory from spheres to ellipsoidal particles and predicted the
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AuNS Size from Mie Scattering Theory
Sample Diameter (nm) Std. Dev (nm)

NS10 11.02 0.53
NS25 15 4.82
NS60 56.89 13.72
NS100 96.43 2.94

Table 3.4: Calculated nanoparticle diameters for AuNS samples from UV-Vis ab-
sorbance spectroscopy using Mie scattering theory.

presence of two distinct surface plasmon modes: a transverse mode for the short axis (di-

ameter) and a longitudinal mode for the long axis (length). First shown by Link[127] for

AuNRs, the Gans theory can be used to theoretically simulate the absorbance spectrum

of AuNRs as a function of aspect ratio. Calculating the extinction coefficient for AuNRs

(approximated as prolate spheroids) is calculated via Equation 3.5:

Cext =
2πV Nε

3/2
m

3λ

∑
j

1
P 2
j
εi

εr + (
1−Pj

Pj
εm)2 + ε2i

(3.5)

where Pj is the depolarization factor and V is the volume of the AuNR. For prolate

spheroids, the depolarization factor is defined as:

Plong =
1− e2

e2

[
1

2e
ln

(
1 + e

1− e

)
− 1

]
(3.6)

Pshort =
1− Plong

2
(3.7)

where the ellipticity e is:

e2 = 1− (AR)−2 (3.8)

and AR is the AuNR aspect ratio.
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Whereas Mie scattering theory is often employed to estimate nanosphere size from

UV-Vis absorbance spectra, using Gans theory to approximating AuNR aspect ratio is

less common due to the challenges posed by particle geometry[122, 123]. For AuNRs,

sample polydispersity and deviations of nanoparticle shape create different absorbance

spectra than those calculated using Gans theory. Researchers[128] have demonstrated

that Gans theory, when combined with a weighted-fitting algorithm, can estimate AuNR

aspect ratio from UV-Vis absorbance spectra using only the longitudinal surface plasmon

resonance peak providing a simple relationship between λmax and aspect ratio. However,

other analytical approaches such as discrete-dipole approximation (DDA), T-matrix, and

finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) have been used to provide more accurate approxi-

mations of AuNR aspect ratio. Based upon FDTD calculations, Hu et al.[117] describe an

optical extinction spectroscopy (OES) method that uses the location of the AuNR longi-

tudinal surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) peak and peak full-width half-max (FWHM)

to determine the AuNR aspect ratio. Aspect ratios for each AuNR sample were calculated

using this method and the AuNR spectra shown in Figure 3.1 as shown in Table 3.5.

AuNR Size from Mie Scattering Theory
Sample Aspect Ratio

NR25(700) 2.86
NR25(980) 5.35
NR40(700) 2.91
NR50(700) 2.98

Table 3.5: Calculated AuNR aspect ratios from UV-Vis absorbance spectroscopy using
finite-difference time-domain calculations of AuNRs. Note this method yields a single
value.

TEM analysis of the AuNP samples indicated that all samples were polydisperse with

mean dimensions calculated as shown in Table 3.6. The relative standard deviation (RSD)

is greater than 10% for the AuNS samples NS10, NS25, and NS60 and for AuNR samples

NR25(700), NR40(700), and NR50(700). Typical RSD values for AuNR characterization
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Table 3.6: Mean dimensions for AuNPs from TEM Analysis.
TEM Analysis: AuNS

Sample Diameter
(nm)

Std Dev.
(nm)

RSD (%)

NS10 8.53 2.41 28.3
NS25 18.92 3.52 18.6
NS60 65.56 26.44 40.33
NS100 108.32 10.37 9.57

(a) TEM Analysis of AuNS populations with mean diam-
eter, standard deviation, and relative standard deviation
(RSD).

TEM Analysis: AuNR
Sample Diameter

(mm)
Diam.
Std Dev.
(nm)

Length
(nm)

Length
Std Dev.
(nm)

Max
RSD
(%)

NR25(700) 32.17 6.15 73.24 12.04 19.1
NR25(980) 18.54 1.76 98.15 9.9 10.09
NR40(700) 47.13 5.62 106.64 15.6 14.63
NR50(700) 55.74 9.73 101.32 13.61 17.46

(b) TEM Analysis of AuNR populations with mean diameter, standard deviation, and
relative standard deviation (RSD).

via TEM measurements are less than 12% [129]. The elevated RSD values for these

AuNP samples indicates significant measurement variability. Histograms with relative

density overlays of AuNS (Figure 3.2) and AuNR (Figure 3.3) TEM measurements reveal

this variability results from sample polydispersity.

Figure 3.2 shows clear multimodal particle size distributions for each AuNS population

except NS10. The NS10 distribution has only one primary distribution at 8.53 nm, but

has a broad size distribution as observed via the RSD. The RSD, as defined by Eq. 3.9,

provides an interpretation of the measurement variability with respect to the mean value

(µ) for a population. Due to the small diameter size of the NS10 sample, the apparently
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Figure 3.2: Density plot of measured diameters via Transmission Electron Microscopy
of four AuNS populations (NS10, NS25, NS60, and NS100) with a histogram overlay.
Although none of the AuNS populations are monodisperse, the NS10 population has
the least variation in measured diameter with a mean diameter of 8.52 nm ±2.4 nm.
The size distribution of the NS25 population is bimodal with a peak at 8.52 nm and
20.1 nm with a mean diameter of 18.92 nm ± 3.51 nm. The NS60 population has five
distinct populations with four minor size distributions centered near 9 nm, 20 nm,
40 nm, and 112 nm, and a primary peak at 58 nm resulting in a mean diameter of
65.56 nm ± 26.44 nm. The NS100 population has a minor peak near 8 nm, but is
primarily distributed at 108.28 nm ± 10 nm. Note that these measurements are of
the AuNS core diameter. The histogram bin width is 0.25 nm. Number of particle
measurements for the four populations are as follows: NS10 - 3960, NS25 - 7113,
NS60 - 6079, NS100- 3964. Counts recorded from 20 different TEM micrographs per
nanoparticle population from locations evenly distributed across a single copper TEM
grid.
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small standard deviation (σ) is actually a significant value.

RSD(%) =
σ

µ
· 100 (3.9)

The bimodal distribution of NS25 has two subpopulations of nanospheres centered

at means 8.52 nm and 20.1 nm. The multimodal distribution for NS60 has nanosphere

subpopulations centered at means of 9 nm, 20 nm, 40 nm, and 112 nm with the primary

population located at 58 nm. This significant polydispersity is observed in the NS60 RSD

value of 40.33%. The NS100 sample has less variability with an RSD value of 9.57%.

However, as observed in Figure 3.2, the NS100 sample is not a normal distribution as

with NS10, but has a distribution of sizes between 85 nm and 100 nm separate from the

primary mean located at 108.28 nm.

Figure 3.3 shows distribution map of AuNR aspect ratios with density plots for both

the diameter (Top) and length (Right). As aspect ratio is a derived value, a maximum

RSD value is reported in Table 3.6B for each AuNR sample. From both these values

and Figure 3.3, Each AuNR sample is polydisperse with broad distributions about a

central mean aspect ratio with NR25/40/50(700) varied in both nanorod length and

diameter as compared to N25(980) with a polydisperse length, but more monodisperse

diameter. From Figure 3.3, we observe that NR25(700) and NR25(980) are distinct

nanoparticle populations with respect to nanoparticle diameter and therefore aspect ratio.

For NR25/40/50(700) samples to have the same LSPR peak (700 nm), the Gans extension

to Mie scattering theory dictates that the populations must have the same aspect ratio.

However, as the AuNR samples were expected to have narrow diameter distributions as a

result of the synthesis process thereby forming distinct populations with similar spectral

properties. As demonstrated by the spectral broadening of the AuNR absorbance peaks

in Figure 3.1 and confirmed by Figure 3.3, the NR40/50(700) populations are nearly
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Figure 3.3: A scatter-plot of the measured aspect ratios (Length vs Diameter) via
Transmission Electron Microscopy of four AuNR populations (NR25(700), NR25(980),
NR40(700) and NR50(700)) with density maps of both the measured length and
width. The dashed line indicates an aspect ratio of 1 (sphere) as the aspect ratio
must be greater than 1. There is significant polydispersity in each AuNR popula-
tion. The aspect ratios for each of the populations are as follows: NR25(700) is
2.34 ± 0.5, NR25(980) is 5.35 ± 0.87, NR40(700) is 2.31 ± 0.52 and NR50(700)
is 1.88 ± 0.61. The density map of the measured diameter reveals that while the
NR25(700) and NR25(980) populations are distinct, there is significant variation in
the NR40(700) and NR50(700) diameters yielding little distinction between the two
populations. The density map of the measured lengths indicate that the populations
NR25(980), NR40(700), and NR50(700) all have similar lengths and polydispersity.
Although similar in polydispersity, the NR25(700) nanorods are shorter with an in-
creased differentiation from the other populations. Note that these measurements are
of the AuNS core diameter. The histogram bin width is 0.25 nm. Number of particle
measurements for the four populations are as follows: NR25(700) - 1156, NR25(980) -
370, NR40(700) - 1442 and NR50(700) - 1217. Counts recorded from 20 different TEM
micrographs per nanoparticle population from locations evenly distributed across a
single copper TEM grid. Note the NR25(980) measurements are less than the other
populations due to unforeseen damage to the formvar coating on the copper TEM
grid.
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identical in composition with significant overlap in nanorod length and only moderate

differences in diameter (NR40(700): 47.13 nm / NR50(700): 55.74 nm).

Comparing the AuNR samples using only aspect ratio measurements from TEM anal-

ysis with the theoretical fit from the UV-Vis spectroscopy measurements provides addi-

tional insight into the polydispersity of the AuNR samples. Table 3.7 shows the measured

aspect ratios for each AuNR sample with each technique as well as the aspect ratio from

manufacturer’s certificate of analysis (CoA).

Calculated AuNR Aspect Ratios
Sample AR - TEM AR - UV-Vis AR - Nanopartz

NR25(700) 2.34 ± 0.5 2.86 2.88
NR25(980) 5.29 ± 0.87 5.35 5.84
NR40(700) 2.31 ± 0.52 2.91 2.925
NR50(700) 1.88 ± 0.61 2.98 2.8

Table 3.7: Calculated aspect ratios for AuNR samples via TEM analysis, UV-Vis spec-
troscopy analysis, and reported nanoparticle dimensions provided by the Nanopartz
Certificate of Analysis.

As previously mentioned, the AuNR absorbance spectra from UV-Vis spectroscopy

can be used to calculate nanorod aspect ratio. However, this technique is limited in

providing insight into the sample composition to only offering a qualitative description

of sample polydispersity through analysis of the lSPR peak band broadening. Figure 3.4

illustrates this limitation in that, as expected, NR25/40/50(700) have similar aspect ra-

tios as they lSPR peaks located at 700 nm. Conversely, TEM analysis offers quantitative

insight into the shape and size polydispersity of a AuNR sample through direct character-

ization of the metallic core dimensions. Aspect ratios from the TEM measurements can

be used to develop a weighted approximation of the absorbance spectra (the inverse of the

fitting technique). As observed in Figure 3.4, the calculated aspect ratios are significantly

different than those from the UV-Vis technique. As a consequence, full characterization
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Figure 3.4: Comparison of AuNR aspect ratios calculated from Transmission Electron
Microscopy and UV-Vis absorbance spectroscopy measurements with values reported
from manufacturer certificate of analysis (Nanopartz). The TEM measurements of
the nanorod core reveal significant population polydispersity. Nanopartz aspect ratio
values are calculated from provided dimensions obtained via TEM analysis. UV-Vis
absorbance spectroscopy aspect ratios obtained using previously described theoretical
fitting procedure using lSPR peak location and peak FWHM. The difference between
the UV-Vis and TEM aspect ratios are from the direct measurement of nanoparticle
dimensions via TEM analysis. As the NR25/40/50(700) samples have similar lSPR
peaks, according to Gans theory, these samples will have similar aspect ratios. Dif-
ferences between the reported values from Nanopartz and the measurements recorded
can not be attributed to changes in the nanorod populations as measured AuNRs
exhibit no degradation or aggregation which.

of an AuNP population requires the use of additional measurement techniques such as

Dynamic Light Scattering.

For the AuNP samples in this work, Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS) was used in ad-

dition to TEM and UV-Vis characterization to analyze the size distribution of the AuNP

samples. Whereas TEM analysis directly measures the AuNP metallic core dimensions

and UV-Vis spectroscopy uses the AuNP optical properties to determine the AuNP size

/ aspect ratio, DLS measurements measure the time-dependent fluctuations of light scat-

tered by the nanoparticles in solution due to Brownian motion to assess particle size[121].

By measuring the signal rate-of-change in real-time, a fitting algorithm can be used to
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relate the decay rate of the autocorrelation function of the scattered light intensity to

the particle size distribution through the Stokes-Einstein equation (Equation 3.10)[130].

Dh =
kBT

3πηDt

(3.10)

. Here, Dh is the hydrodynamic radius, kB is Boltzmann’s constant, T is temperature (K),

η is the dynamic viscosity of the solvent, and Dt is the translational diffusion coefficient.

Specifically, by fitting either an single exponential function (Cumulants Analysis) or

by using a Non-Negative Least Squares / CONTIN algorithm, the decay rate of the

autocorrelation function is calculated and then converted to the translational diffusion

coefficient via Equation 3.12[131]:

Dt =
Γ

q2
(3.11)

Where Γ is the decay rate of the autocorrelation function and q is the magnitude of

the scattering vector defined as Equation 3.12:

q =
4πn0

λ0
sin

(
θ

2

)
(3.12)

in which n0 is the index of refraction for the solvent, λ0 is the wavelength of incident

light, and θ is the scattering angle.

For this work, two different DLS instruments were used to characterize the AuNP

populations: the Malvern Zetasizer Nano ZS (industry standard) and the Wyatt Möbius.

For both instruments, measured intensity data is interpreted via the Cumulants fit pro-

viding z-average (hydrodynamic diameter) and polydispersity index (PDI) where the PDI
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is defined as:

PDI =
(σ
d

)2

(3.13)

where σ is the standard deviation and d is the mean hydrodynamic diameter. Fig-

ure 3.5 shows the measured hydrodynamic radius for the AuNS samples along with the

measured values from TEM and UV-Vis analysis. For each population, the DLS mea-

surements report a significantly higher radius compared to the alternative measurement

techniques, with the Malvern Zetasizer Nano ZS measuring higher hydrodynamic radius

values and showing significant variability. Table 3.8 shows the specific measurements

recorded by each instrument for the AuNS samples.

Malvern Wyatt
Sample Diameter

(nm)
Std. Dev.
(nm)

%RSD Diameter
(nm)

Std. Dev.
(nm)

%RSD

NS10 42.97 20.53 47.78 41.65 21.12 50.7
NS25 109.7 53.67 48.92 45.16 16.63 36.83
NS60 102.2 39.14 38.3 81.33 24.35 29.94
NS100 160.35 36.68 22.88 132.59 32.89 24.81

Table 3.8: AuNS diameters as measured by Dynamic Light Scattering.

The discrepancies between the DLS measurements and those from the other tools

stems from the measurement technique itself. As described by Mahl et al.[61], DLS

measurements typically report average particle sizes significantly larger than the core

particle as DLS measures any surface coatings and the hydration layer in addition to the

core nanoparticle. For their measurements of a bimodal distribution of gold and silver

nanoparticles, they report that DLS values differed from other measurement techniques

by a factor of 2-4. We observe similar deviations for the AuNS measurements but note

that the Wyatt Möbius exhibited less variation and the reported hydrodynamic radii

are closer to the values obtained via other characterization methods as compared to the
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Figure 3.5: Comparison of the measured nanosphere radius for the four AuNS pop-
ulations via Dynamic Light Scattering (Malvern, Wyatt), Transmission Electron Mi-
croscopy (TEM), and UV-Vis absorbance spectroscopy with reported certificate of
analysis values (Nanopartz). The TEM measurements are of the AuNS metallic core,
while both the DLS and UV-Vis measurements are of the nanospheres in suspension
(10 mM borate buffer). For all nanosphere populations, the TEM and and UV-Vis
measurements show good agreement. The reported value from the manufacturer also
approximately matches these values except for NS25. However, independent of man-
ufacturer, DLS measurements report increased particle sizes with a greater standard
deviation than both TEM and UV-Vis. This variation stems from both the limitations
of light-scattering methods in biasing measurements towards larger particles and the
polydispersity of the nanosphere populations (as observed via TEM). This difference
is not the result of particle aggregation or agglomeration as this phenomenon would
also be observed in the UV-Vis spectroscopy measurements. The difference between
the two DLS instruments stems from the increased sensitivity of the Wyatt Möbius.
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Malvern Zetasizer Nano ZS.

The AuNR samples were also characterized via DLS measurements and subsequently

compared to TEM measurements. Table 3.9 shows the specific measurements for the

AuNR samples measured using the Wyatt Möbius and the Malvern Zetasizer Nano ZS.

Malvern Wyatt
Sample Diameter

(nm)
Std. Dev.
(nm)

%RSD Diameter
(nm)

Std. Dev.
(nm)

%RSD

NR25(700) 28.43 17.88 62.88 46.52 24.34 52.32
NR25(980) 30.315 21.47 70.83 43.34 29.96 69.13
NR40(700) 47.89 24.31 50.76 64.77 29.10 44.93
NR50(700) 60.96 29.15 47.82 79.46 31.91 40.16

Table 3.9: AuNR diameters as measured by Dynamic Light Scattering.

In the case of anisotropic particles, the measurements obtained by DLS are for a

particle with the same average Dt as a sphere since a sphere is the only particle shape

that can be fully described by a single value[121]. The DLS measurements for AuNRs

can not be compared to UV-Vis spectroscopy measurements without a priori information

as Gans theory only yields an average aspect ratio, not dimensions, for a AuNR sample.

TEM and the CoA dimensions were used to calculate the volume of a prolate spheroid

(nanorod approximation) and subsequently used to calculate the radius of a sphere of

equivalent volume. Specifically the equivalent radius (Re) for a prolate spheroid is given

as Equation 3.14[132]:

Re = (ab2)1/3 (3.14)

where a and b are the radii of the long and short axes respectively. In contrast to the

AuNS samples, when the DLS measurements for the AuNRs are compared to TEM and

CoA values, the reported values do overlap as shown in Figure 3.6. However, the DLS

measurements exhibit significant variability across both instruments as a consequence of
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the spherical particle assumption and sample polydispersity.

3.3.2 Surface Characterization of Commercial AuNPs

In addition to assessing the size and polydispersity of a nanoparticle sample, ac-

curately characterizing the nanoparticle surface is important for assessing nanoparticle

colloidal stability in response to different suspension conditions (i.e. ionic strength, pH,

other molecules / particles) or in understanding the efficacy of surface modification pro-

cedures (i.e. ligand exchange, molecule attachment, surface overcoating). Traditionally,

nanoparticle surface properties are described by the widely-adopted zeta (ζ) potential.

The zeta potential for a nanoparticle measures the electrokinetic charge of a nanoparticle,

specifically the value of the potential at the slipping-plane at the boundary between the

particle’s electric double layer and the ions in equilibrium surrounding the particle[74].

Consequently, the zeta potential is not necessarily a measure of the surface charge of the

nanoparticle itself. The zeta potential is also highly dependent upon the properties of

the solvent for the particles in suspension. As such, it is often used to characterize the

stability of colloids in a suspension as it describes the potential between particles that

keeps the colloids separated.

Nanoparticle zeta potential is typically measured using the Phase Analysis Light

Scattering (PALS) technique where the intensity of light scattered by colloids in solution

is monitored for small frequency shifts caused by particle motion under an applied electric

field. By using a modulated reference beam mixed with scattered light signal, the particle

velocity component due to the applied oscillating electric field can be quantified with the

sign of the frequency shift determining particle direction. Specifically, Equation 3.15 is
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Figure 3.6: Comparison of the measured nanorod radius for the four AuNR pop-
ulations via Dynamic Light Scattering (Malvern, Wyatt) and Transmission Electron
Microscopy (TEM) with reported certificate of analysis values (Nanopartz). The TEM
measurements are of the metallic nanorod core, while both the DLS and UV-Vis mea-
surements are of the nanorods in suspension (10 mM borate buffer). For anisotropic
particles DLS radius measurements are of an equivalent volume sphere. For accurate
comparison, the TEM measurements are converted to yield the radius of an equiva-
lent volume sphere by first calculating the volume of a prolate spheroid (approximate
nanorod shape) from the measured nanorod dimensions. The TEM measurements
have a smaller standard deviation compared to DLS measurements; however, in con-
trast to the nanosphere measurements, the DLS measurements overlap the recorded
TEM measurements for all nanorod populations. However, independent of manu-
facturer, DLS measurements report increased particle sizes with a greater standard
deviation than the TEM. This variation stems from the limitations of light-scattering
methods in measuring anisotropic, polydisperse colloidal suspensions. The reported
value from the manufacturer is based upon TEMmeasurements (also converted) and is
contained within the standard deviation of the TEM measurements in all populations
except NR25(980).
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used to relate the measured frequency shift (ω) to the particle velocity (v⃗)

ω =
2|v⃗|sin

(
θ
2

)
λ

(3.15)

where θ is the measurement angle and λ is the wavelength of illuminating light. It’s

important to note that the fundamental property measured with PALS is the particle

electrophoretic velocity which is the particle velocity in response to an applied electric

field[74].

v⃗ = µE⃗ (3.16)

As shown in Equation 3.16, the particle electrophoretic velocity is defined by the

applied electric field (E⃗) and the electrophoretic mobility (µ). Accurately converting the

particle electrophoretic mobility to zeta potential is a source of considerable research[74]

due to a variety of factors including particle shape (Spheres[133, 134, 135, 136, 137],

Anisotropic Particles[138, 139, 139, 140, 141, 142, 143, 144, 145, 146, 70, 147]), elec-

trolyte composition[148, 149], particle surface coating[150] and charge [151, 152], particle

concentration[153, 154, 155, 156, 157, 158, 159, 145], and composition[160, 161]. Even

with considerable theoretical developments, typically either the Smoluchowski (Equa-

tion 3.17) or Hückel(Equation 3.18) formulas are used.

µ =
εε0ζ

η
(3.17)

µ =
2εε0ζ

3η
(3.18)

The suitability of the formula for a particular colloid system depends upon the particle

electric double layer (EDL). Using the Debye screening length (κ−1) and the particle
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radius (a), the Smoluchowski formula is used for thin double layers (κa >> 1) while the

Hückel approximation is used for thick double layers (κa << 1) as long as |ζ| ≤ 25mV for

a given particle. Although throughout nanoparticle literature both formulas are found

describing the same particles and solution conditions, in part due to the black-box nature

of the PALS instruments, employing the wrong approximation can dramatically change

the reported zeta potential for a given particle system. For particle systems that do not

fall in either condition, the Henry formula is used as it bridges the two conditions for any

(κa) value and is given by Equation 3.19:

µ =
2εε0ζ

3η
fH(κa) (3.19)

Although Henry’s function is the most frequently used since it can collapse to ei-

ther the Smoluchowski or Hückel approximation, zeta potential is not trivial due to the

wide variety of variables that can influence both the PALS slight scattering signal and

subsequent interpretation from measured particle electrophoretic mobility. Furthermore,

it has been shown that particles with different zeta potentials can still have the same

electrophoretic mobility[162].

With the increasing importance of fully characterizing the surface properties of en-

gineered nanoparticles for application development[6], researchers are transitioning to re-

porting nanoparticle electrophoretic mobility rather than the traditional zeta potential[163]

as the mobility is directly measured via PALS.

As a consequence, the surface properties of the AuNPs in this work were character-

ized via PALS using both the Wyatt Möbius and the Malvern Zetasizer Nano ZS. We

report the nanoparticle electrophoretic mobility rather than zeta potential for both AuNS

(Table 3.10) and AuNR (Table 3.3.2) samples.

For all AuNP samples, the measured mean electrophoretic mobility is negative; how-
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Malvern (µm/s)/(V/cm) Wyatt (µm/s)/(V/cm)
Sample Mobility Std. Dev. Mobility Std. Dev.

NS10 -0.91 1 -0.69 0.46
NS25 -0.57 0.74 -0.34 0.22
NS60 -0.61 1.15 -1 0.33
NS100 -0.63 0.89 -0.64 0.32

Table 3.10: AuNS electrophoretic mobility as measured by Phase Analysis Light Scattering.

Malvern (µm/s)/(V/cm) Wyatt (µm/s)/(V/cm)
Sample Mobility Std. Dev. Mobility Std. Dev.

NR25(700) -0.36 1.44 -0.48 0.32
NR25(980) -0.83 1.28 -0.91 0.71
NR40(700) -0.38 3.05 -0.81 0.54
NR50(700) -0.42 1.61 -0.48 0.19

Table 3.11: AuNR electrophoretic mobility as measured by Phase Analysis Light Scattering.

ever, the variability of these measurements, especially in the case of the Malvern Zetasizer

Nano ZS, is significant. For the AuNS, the measurements from the Malvern Zetasizer

Nano ZS had a standard deviation between 100-200 % of the observed value, while the

Wyatt Möbius had standard deviations between 50-100 % of the observed value. For

the AuNR samples, the WyattMöbius had similar standard deviations while the Malvern

Zetasizer Nano ZS increased to 100-800%. Much of the variability in the measurement

comes from the technique itself. As with DLS, a light scattering measurement will be bi-

ased by larger particles in solution due to the increase in scattering. This, combined with

the known polydispersity and unknown efficacy of the proprietary surface coating per-

formed by the manufacturer, makes this a difficult sample series to characterize leading to

high variability in the measurement. The improvement of the Wyatt Möbius versus the

Malvern Zetasizer Nano ZS is the result of both the use of 32 detectors in the Wyatt ver-

sus the Malvern and the ability to control the applied voltage to generate the electric field

necessary for the PALS measurement. By using multiple detectors, the Wyatt instrument
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is able to improve the sensitivity in detecting the frequency shift, decreasing variability.

Additionally, a high applied voltage has been demonstrated to degrade the nanoparticles

in solution, resulting in nanoparticle aggregation (therefore biasing the scattered light

intensity). The Wyatt tool enables the precise control of the applied voltage, so for these

measurements, we performed a set of optimization experiments (not shown) to deter-

mine the best applied voltage that prevented the degradation of the nanoparticle sample.

Conversely, the Malvern Zetasizer Nano ZS, in favor of simple user control, does not offer

that capability and thus some of that extreme variability might be the result of causing

aggregation to occur in the nanoparticle samples. The challenge in interpreting these re-

sults stems from the fact that with the variability inherent in the system, the true mean

particle mobility, or even whether the surface potential is positive or negative, is almost

impossible to accurately determine. As a consequence, in order to precisely characterize

the nanoparticle surface properties, an additional, independent method is required.

3.3.3 Electrophoretic Methods for Gold Nanoparticle Charac-

terization

The surface properties of the AuNPs were also characterized using capillary elec-

trophoresis (CE) and microchip capillary electrophoresis (µCE). Briefly, CE measure-

ments are performed using a small-bore (20 - 100 µm inner-diameter, 350 µm outer-

diameter) glass capillary, typically composed of fused-silica, filled with a buffer solution.

A small amount of analyte is introduced into one end of the capillary via either applied

pressure or electric field for analysis. Similar to the PALS, CE uses an applied electric

field to induce analyte movement. However, whereas PALS uses an oscillating applied

electric field, CE measurements use a steady-state applied voltage to generate the electric

field across the length of the capillary. The velocity of the analyte is then determined by
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measuring the time required for the analyte to pass a fixed-point detector, using either

fluorescence or absorbance as the detection method. Using Equation 3.16 from PALS,

the mobility of the analyte is determined from the measured velocity and the applied

electric field.

CE is a separation technique in which the analyte can separate into its constitutive

components as a result of the properties and composition of the analyte (e.g., size, surface

charge). The measured electrophoretic mobility is proportional to the force due to the

applied electric field and inversely proportional to the drag forces the analyte experiences

due to motion as described in Equation 3.20:

µep ∝
FE

FF

(3.20)

where FE is the force due to the applied electric field and FF is force due to friction.

For a spherical ion in solution, the force due to applied electric field is given as:

FE = qE (3.21)

and the force due to friction is given as:

FF = −6πηrv (3.22)

where q is the charge of the ion, E is the applied electric field, r is the radius of the

ion, v is the velocity of the ion, and η is the dynamic viscosity of the medium. In a CE

measurement, these forces balance under steady-state conditions leading to the solution

for electrophoretic mobility for an ion (Equation 3.23).

µep =
q

6πηrv
(3.23)
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From Equation 3.23, we observe that separation will occur under an applied electric

field for particles that have the same charge but different radii or different charges but

the same radii. We also note that the electrophoretic mobility depends both on the

properties of the ion as well as the viscosity of the medium. This equation can also be

used to classify particles by their mobility as highly charged, small particles will have

high mobilities as compared to weakly charged, larger particles.

Fundamentally, a CE measurement (run) directly measures the apparent mobility

µapp of an analyte, not the electrophoretic mobility µep due to the presence of bulk fluid

flow in the capillary as well as analyte motion from the application of the electric field.

Termed electroosmotic flow (EOF, µEOF ), this bulk flow arises from the movement of

ions in the EDL along the capillary walls. The surface of the glass capillary is negatively

charged due to the deprotonation of the silanol (SiOH) groups if the buffer has a pH > 2.

Buffer cations, attracted to the negatively charged capillary surface, form both stationary

layer and diffuse layer at the glass surface defined as the EDL. The bulk fluid movement,

termed electroosmotic flow (EOF), is the result of the movement of the cations in the

diffuse layer of the EDL, which, in turn, causes movement of the bulk, uncharged buffer

solution in the capillary. The electroosmotic mobility is described by Equation 3.24:

µEOF =
εζwall

4πη
(3.24)

where ζwall is the zeta potential at the wall of the capillary. For a general system, the

wall zeta potential can be determined for a buffer system by using the current monitoring

method to measure the velocity of the electroosmotic flow[164, 165]. The wall zeta

potential is then calculated using the Smoluchowski equation (Equation 3.17) and the

measured velocity.

As a result, the measured apparent mobility for an analyte is the combination of both
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the electrophoretic and electroosmotic mobilities as shown in Equation 3.25.

µapp = µep + µeo (3.25)

For a CE system, µapp is calculated via Equation 3.26:

µapp =
vanalyte
E

(3.26)

where vanalyte is the velocity of the analyte defined as Equation 3.27:

vanalyte =
LD

tanalyte
(3.27)

where LD is the length of the capillary (distance) the analyte peak travels to the

detector and tanalyte is the arrival time. For a neutral analyte, the µapp is equal to µEOF

as the movement of the neutral marker is the result of pure EOF flow.

For a CE measurement that has both the analyte of interest and a neutrally charged

reference marker, Equation 3.25 can be written as Equation 3.28 using Equation 3.27

and the applied electric field (voltage (V ) over the total capillary length (L)).

µapp =
LdL

V ( 1
tanalyte

− 1
tref

)
+ µref (3.28)

For the CE measurements in this work, 6-Carboxyfluorescein and Fluorescein were

used as fluorescent, highly-charged mobility reference markers in all AuNP samples. Al-

though Fluorescein has an established electrophoretic mobility when suspended in 10

mM borate buffer[166], the electrophoretic mobility for 6-Carboxyfluorescein was deter-

mined from the apparent mobility by first measuring the EOF mobility using Acetone

as a neutral marker and using Equation 3.25. Calibration measurements were recorded

periodically to monitor for changes in EOF over the course of a series of measurements.
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Figure 3.7: Electropherogram of calibration runs of electrophoretic mobility markers
Acetone, Fluorescein (FL), and 6-Carboxyfluorescein (6-FAM) in a running buffer of
10 mM borate. Acetone provides a neutral mobility marker for the determination of
the electro-osmotic mobility. The electrophoretic mobility of fluorescein is -3.20 µm2

V−1 s−1 and 6-carboxyfluorescein is -4.29 µm2 V−1 s−1. Changes in the capillary
electrophoresis system are monitored through calibration runs at the beginning of
a measurement series and after the completion of every 10 runs. Little variation is
observed in apparent mobility. Traces are y-offset for clarity.

As shown in Figure 3.7, peak drift, indicative of a changing EOF, was not observed in

the recorded electropherograms over one of the 40-run AuNP measurement series. From

these calibration measurements, the electrophoretic mobility for fluorescein was measured

to be -3.20 µm2 V−1 s−1 and for 6-carboxyfluorescein to be -4.29 µm2 V−1 s−1.

To prevent unexpected particle interactions, Acetone was not added to AuNP samples

for measurement of the EOF. Alternatively, the values for the electrophoretic mobilities

of the two fluorescent markers were used to solve for the EOF mobility as determined

from the calibration measurements.

Normalized electropherograms for each of the four AuNS samples are shown in Fig-

ure 3.8. On aggregate, the electropherograms show close agreement in the electrophoretic

mobility measurements for the two reference dyes with no observable variation between
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Figure 3.8: Separation electropherograms for each AuNS solution (NS10, NS25, NS60,
and NS100) with added mobility markers (6-FAM, FL). Each AuNS population has a
singular peak located near 0 µm2 V−1 s−1 with a slight positive shift in peak location
with increasing AuNS diameter. Multiple peaks are not observed within the broad
AuNS peaks. The EOF flow component has been removed as previously described.
Peak intensities normalized in relation to fluorescein peak (set to 1 AU). Traces y-offset
for clarity. Signal: Absorbance measurement at 488 nm. Conditions: 20 s injection
at 15 kPa, 10 mM borate running buffer, 16 kV applied voltage, 12.5 min separation
length.
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Mobility (µm² V-¹ s-¹)
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Figure 3.9: Separation electropherograms for each AuNR solution (NR25(700),
NR25(980), NR40(700), and NR50(700)) with added mobility markers (6-FAM, FL).
Each AuNR population has a singular peak located near 0 µm2 V−1 s−1 with little
variation in peak location for the NR25(700/980) and NR40(700) populations as com-
pared to the negative shift of the NR50(700) peak. Multiple peaks are not observed
within the AuNR peaks, but band broadening is observed for the NR40(700) and
NR50(700) populations. The peak location of the NR25(980) is partially obscured
due to y-axis scaling. The EOF flow component has been removed as previously de-
scribed. Peak intensities normalized in relation to fluorescein peak (set to 1 AU).
Traces y-offset for clarity. Signal: Absorbance measurement at 488 nm. Conditions:
20 s injection at 15 kPa, 10 mM borate running buffer, 16 kV applied voltage, 12.5
min separation length.

independent samples. Each AuNS population has a singular peak located near 0 µm2

V−1 s−1 with a slight positive shift in peak location with increasing AuNS diameter.

Multiple peaks are not observed within the broad AuNS peaks. The differences in peak

intensity, although normalized to the Fluorescein peak (such that the Fluorescein marker

has an intensity of unity), is not a quantitative comparison between samples due to each

nanoparticle having an unknown number of fluorophores.

The AuNR samples were similar to the AuNS measurements as shown in Figure 3.9.

As with the AuNS samples, each AuNR population has a singular peak located near 0
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µm2 V−1 s−1 with little variation in peak location for the NR25(700/980) and NR40(700)

populations as compared to the negative shift of the NR50(700) peak. Multiple peaks are

not observed within the AuNR peaks, but band broadening is observed for the NR40(700)

and NR50(700) populations compared with the NR25(700/980) samples. The peak lo-

cation of the NR25(980) is partially obscured due to significant differences in recorded

peak intensity. This difference could be due to a difference in concentration or efficacy

of the fluorophore coating on the nanoparticle surface.

These samples were also measured using µCE system. µCE measurement is a minia-

turized version of CE in which a glass microfluidic device, typically of cross-channel

geometry, is used instead of a fused-silica capillary. As a result of the smaller scale, µCE

offers increased analytical speed and sensitivity through improved control over injected

sample volume and smaller sample volumes[167]. In contrast to CE measurements, the

analyte is injected into the separation channel via electrokinetics instead of pressure. For

the µCE system used in this work, a fluorescent detection system is used instead of mon-

itoring an absorbance signal. As a consequence, the measured electrophoretic mobilities

of the fluorescent markers are used to determine the EOF mobility instead of a neutral

marker. Although the separation channel is singificantly shorter than the fused-silica

capillary (30 mm, 40.25 cm respectively), the applied electric fields were kept constant

between systems at -17.4 kV/m.

The electropherograms for the AuNS samples are presented in Figure 3.10. In contrast

to the CE measurements, the same AuNS samples have multiple peaks between 0 to -3.1

µm2 V−1 s−1. The primary AuNS peak, located between 0 to -2 µm2 V−1 s−1, becomes

increasingly negative with increasing AuNS size. No peaks are observed above -3.2 µm2

V−1 s−1 as verified through solutions with mobility markers absent (not shown).

Figure 3.11 provides a non-offset, y-axis truncated view of the peak mobility positions.

From this, the clear evolution of the 0 to -2 µm2 V−1 s−1 peak from the NS10/NS25
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Figure 3.10: Separation electropherograms for each AuNS solution (NS10, NS25,
NS60, and NS100) with added mobility markers (6-FAM, FL). Each AuNS popu-
lation has multiple peaks. The primary AuNS peak located between 0 to -2 µm2 V−1

s−1 becomes increasingly negative with increasing AuNS size. Peaks located between
-2 to -3.2 µm2 V−1 s−1 remain fixed in position but vary in intensity with intensity
inversely proportional to AuNS size. No peaks are observed above -3.2 µm2 V−1 s−1 as
verified through solutions with mobility markers absent (not shown). Peak intensities
normalized in relation to fluorescein peak (set to 1 AU). Traces y-offset for clarity.
Signal: Fluorescence measurement with FITC fluorescence filter. Conditions: 90 s
separation with an applied -17.4 kV/m electric field, 10 mM borate running buffer,
detector located 16 mm from cross-section.
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Figure 3.11: A non-offset, y-axis truncated view of the peak mobility positions for the
AuNS samples. In this manner, the electropherograms show the clear evolution of the
0 to -2 µm2 V−1 s−1 peak from the NS10/NS25 position located between 0 to -1 µm2

V−1 s−1 to -1 to -2 µm2 V−1 s−1 for the NS60/NS100 samples.

position located between 0 to -1 µm2 V−1 s−1 to -1 to -2 µm2 V−1 s−1 for the NS60/NS100

samples.

For the stationary peaks between -2.5 to -3.1 µm2 V−1 s−1, Figure 3.12 provides

a similar perspective. The intensities, although not quantitative due to an absence of

information regarding the efficacy of the fluorescent surface coating, provides a qualitative

means of comparison when normalized to the fluorescein peak. As shown, the peaks

located between -2 to -3.2 µm2 V−1 s−1 remain fixed in position regardless of AuNS

sample, but vary in intensity with intensity inversely proportional to AuNS size.

Figure 3.13 truncates the y-axis to show the intensity continues to decrease for the

NS60/NS100; however, the intensity for the NS60 peaks are approximately equal in

intensity.

The AuNR samples were characterized in a manner similar to the AuNS populations.

The recorded electropherograms for the samples, presented in Figure 3.14, show that in a
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Figure 3.12: A non-offset, y-axis truncated view of the peak mobility positions for
the AuNS samples between -2.5 to -3.1 µm2 V−1 s−1. The peaks located between -2
to -3.2 µm2 V−1 s−1 remain fixed in position regardless of AuNS sample, but vary in
intensity with intensity inversely proportional to AuNS size. Vertical lines indicate
detected peak location with color indicating nanoparticle population.
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Figure 3.13: A non-offset, y-axis truncated view of the peak mobility positions for the
AuNS samples between -2.5 to -3.1 µm2 V−1 s−1 illustrating the continued decrease in
intensity for the NS60/NS100 samples. Vertical lines indicate detected peak location
with color indicating nanoparticle population.
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Figure 3.14: Separation electropherograms for each AuNR solution (NR25(700),
NR25(980), NR40(700), and NR50(700)) with added mobility markers (6-FAM, FL).
Each AuNR population has multiple peaks. The primary AuNR peak is located be-
tween -1 to -2 µm2 V−1 s−1 but varies in position. As with the AuNS samples, peaks
located between -2 and -3.2 µm2 V−1 s−1 remain fixed in position but vary in in-
tensity. No peaks are observed above -3.2 µm2 V−1 s−1 as verified through solutions
with mobility markers absent (not shown). Peak intensities normalized in relation to
fluorescein peak (set to 1 AU). Traces y-offset for clarity. Signal: Fluorescence mea-
surement with FITC fluorescence filter. Conditions: 90 s separation with an applied
-17.4 kV/m electric field, 10 mM borate running buffer, detector located 16 mm from
cross-section.
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Figure 3.15: A non-offset view of the peak mobility positions for the AuNR samples.
Whereas there is a clear evolution and shift of peaks in the AuNS samples, for the
AuNR populations, the mobility peak locations exhibit little shift in response to AuNR
size or shape, but instead, display clear differences in recorded peak intensities.

manner similar to the AuNS samples, but in contrast to the CE measurements, multiple

peaks are present for each of the AuNR samples. The primary AuNR peak is located

between -1 to -2 µm2 V−1 s−1 but varies in position. As with the AuNS samples, peaks

located between -2 and -3.2 µm2 V−1 s−1 remain fixed in position but vary in intensity.

No peaks are observed above -3.2 µm2 V−1 s−1 as verified through solutions with mobility

markers absent (not shown).

Figure 3.15 provides a non-offset, y-axis truncated view of the peak mobility positions

for the AuNR samples. Whereas there is a clear evolution and shift of peaks in the AuNS

samples, for the AuNR populations, the mobility peak locations exhibit little shift in

response to AuNR size or shape, but instead, display clear differences in recorded peak

intensities.

As seen in Figure 3.16, although some differences exist in both intensity and location

for the peak near -1.5 µm2 V−1 s−1 for the different AuNR samples, direct correlation

can not be drawn between morphology and peak evolution as a result of the inconclusive
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Figure 3.16: A non-offset, y-axis truncated view of the peak mobility positions for the
AuNR samples between -1 and -2.7 µm2 V−1 s−1. Whereas there is a clear evolution
and shift of peaks in the AuNS samples, for the AuNR populations, the mobility peak
locations exhibit little shift in response to AuNR size or shape, but instead, display
clear differences in recorded peak intensities

relationship between the two properties.

The CE and µCE measurement techniques provide an alternative approach PALS for

characterizing AuNP surface properties via analyzing the measured electrophoretic mo-

bilities. Figure 3.17 shows the recorded mobilities for the AuNS samples while Figure 3.17

shows those for the AuNR samples. For both populations, the CE measurements indicate

that the AuNPs are universally close to neutral in charge (electrophoretic mobility ≈ 0

µm2 V−1 s−1) in contrast to µCE and PALS measurements. Of particular interest is that

for both populations, there is significant variation in the reported PALS measurements.

Although the Wyatt Möbius demonstrates significantly less variability than the Malvern

Zetasizer Nano ZS, both report at least a range of ±0.5 m2 V−1 s−1 for each of the AuNP

samples. For the µCE experiments, multiple peaks are observed for each AuNP sample

indicative of variation present within each sample.

As seen in Figure 3.17, the primary peaks in each of the analyzed AuNS samples

overlap with the PALS measurements for the NS10/25/60 samples, but the NS100 does
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Figure 3.17: Measured electrophoretic mobilities for AuNS samples using PALS
(Malvern, Wyatt), CE, and µCE. The CE measurements indicate that the AuNS
are universally close to neutral in charge (electrophoretic mobility ≈ 0 µm2 V−1 s−1)
in contrast to µCE and PALS measurements. Of particular interest is the significant
variation in the reported PALS measurements. Although the Wyatt Möbius demon-
strates significantly less variability than the Malvern Zetasizer Nano ZS, both report
at least a range of ±0.5 m2 V−1 s−1 for each of the AuNP samples. For the µCE
experiments, multiple peaks are observed for each AuNP sample and indicative of
variation present within each sample.
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not. The presence of multiple peaks in the µCE measurements as well as some of the vari-

ation in the PALS measurements stems from the known polydispersity in the samples

(Figure 3.2). Another source of variation could be non-uniform AuNS surface func-

tionalization. Little is known about the commercial functionalization process due to

trade-secret protections, but the manufacturer implies that the functionalization process

involves modification of the surface with a propriety polymer coating instead of a silica

encapsulation. Although claimed to be immune to salt-based aggregation, supported

by measurements in this work in solutions with low ionic strength, selective degrada-

tion of the polymer on the AuNS surface or in variations in coating thickness within a

functionalized batch would cause variations in the measured electrophoretic mobility. In

contrast to PALS, µCE is a separation-based analytical platform and uses a high sensi-

tivity fluorescent detection modality for this particular system of functionalized particles.

Whereas with PALS the measurement is exponentially biased towards light-scattering by

larger particles, the µCE measurement, as indicated by the multiple peaks, reveals the

composition of the AuNS components. The limitation of this method, however, is that

by using fluorescence as the detection modality in characterizing a polydisperse sample,

the specific nature of the measured peaks can not be conclusively related to the actual

AuNS sample composition. µCE measurements clearly show that the AuNS samples are

polydisperse and that the polydispersity changes for each AuNS sample / AuNS size.

However, relating peak position to sample composition is not possible without additional

and specific detection, such as using absorbance spectroscopy to measure the LSPR peak

wavelength in addition to fluorescence.

Similar differences are also observed for the measured AuNR samples as shown in Fig-

ure 3.18. However, in contrast to the AuNS measurements, the peaks present in the µCE

measurements only overlap both PALS measurements for the NR25(980) and NR40(700)

samples, while the NR25/50(700) samples overlap only the PALS measurements from the
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Figure 3.18: Measured electrophoretic mobilities for AuNR samples using PALS
(Malvern, Wyatt), CE, and µCE. The CE measurements indicate that the AuNRs
are universally close to neutral in charge (electrophoretic mobility ≈ 0 µm2 V−1 s−1)
in contrast to µCE and PALS measurements. Of particular interest is the significant
variation in the reported PALS measurements. Although the Wyatt Möbius demon-
strates significantly less variability than the Malvern Zetasizer Nano ZS, both report
at least a range of ±0.5 m2 V−1 s−1 for each of the AuNP samples. For the µCE
experiments, multiple peaks are observed for each AuNP sample with a single peak
located and indicative of variation present within each sample.
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Malvern Zetasizer Nano ZS. As with the AuNS samples, the variations in the PALS mea-

surements may be the result of either the known polydispersity of the AuNR samples or

in non-uniform surface functionalization. With the measurement of AuNRs, there is the

additional concern of the particle anisotropy affecting the measurements due to variations

in scattering from particle rotation, not simply particle motion due to the applied electric

field. For the µCE measurements, the single primary peak varies only slightly between

populations. Although specific identification as to the components of each peak can not

be determined as previously discussed, TEM analysis (Figure 3.3) shows that the AuNR

populations are not fully-segregated with regards to nanoparticle dimensions. This lack

of distinction between populations would then yield similar characterization results, with

differences arising from other factors such as polydispersity and surface functionaliza-

tion. As with the AuNS samples, an additional detection system beyond fluorescence is

required to better elucidate the composition of each of the recorded peaks.

It should be noted that the dramatic variation in measured values for the Wyatt

Möbius as compared with the Malvern Zetasizer Nano ZS is the result of sample degra-

dation due to the sampling methodology of the Malvern Zetasizer Nano ZS. The Malvern

system applies a high, automatically calculated voltage to generate the electric field nec-

essary for recording a measurement. The Wyatt system, due to a difference in capillary

construction, requires a significantly smaller electric field and thus applied voltage to

perform with similar efficacy. This difference is the presumed source of the excessive

variation in the measurements produced by the Malvern system as when a large volt-

age was applied using the Wyatt system to the AuNP samples, high variability due to

sample degradation was observed. We also note that comparison was not possible to the

reported manufacturer CoA values as only the AuNP zeta potential was provided. As

the manufacturer was unable to provide the raw data for the samples, electrophoretic

mobilities could not be ascertained.
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Figure 3.19: Comparison of the electropherograms from CE and µCE measurements
of the NS60 sample.

For both AuNS and AuNR populations, the performance of the µCE and CE are

markedly different. Whereas for all populations the CE measurements indicate that the

AuNPs are almost neutral in charge, the µCE measurements indicate the opposite. Fun-

damentally the same measurement, but performed on different scales, close agreement

was expected between the two methods. However, as shown in Figure 3.19, as com-

parison of the electropherograms from each method for the same AuNS sample reveal,

the measured primary peak in CE does not appear in the µCE experiments, but nor

do separations appear in the CE experiments. Exploring possible causes included the

possibility of not fully injecting a sample into the µCE separation column due to the use

of electrokinetic sample loading. This was proven to not be the cause of the discrepancies

by using vacuum-driven flow to introduce the sample and then monitoring each of the

channels at the cross-section for evidence of counter-flow of the analyte. As none was

detected, it was concluded that the sample was indeed being fully introduced and charac-

terized in the µCE experiments. Effect of possible concentration differences and sample
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preparation was investigated by preparing a single sample and splitting it between the

two measurement tools. No difference was observed between the recored measurements

and the previously recorded measurements. One fundamental difference between the two

methods is in the use of absorbance for detection in the CE system versus fluorescence

in the µCE system. As the camera used in the µCE system has a quantum efficiency

above 90% for between 480 nm and 720 nm, it is possible to detect extremely low levels

of fluorescence. In contrast, the absorbance system used for the CE measurement can

not detect concentrations of fluorescein below ≈ 10 µM. It is also important to note that

the sample to separation length ratio for the µCE system is significantly higher than

the CE system. As an accepted practice for optimized detection, the analyte of interest

should be about 2% of the total length of the capillary. However, due to the superior

fluid handling and smaller volume of the µCE system, the analyte sample is only 0.16% of

the total separation channel length. The result of this difference is that the µCE system

provides additional opportunity for the analyte to separate. However, it’s important to

note that while this would increase the resolution, it does not change the fundamental

electrophoretic mobilities of the AuNPs.

Previous studies of CE separations of AuNS have noted that without the addition

of surfactant (SDS) to the running electrolyte, separations between different AuNS sizes

did not occur[52, 168, 169, 170, 171, 172]. As described by Qu et al.[169], the surfactant

molecules self-assemble on the surface of the AuNPs thereby forming a monolayer. The

separation is the result of the proportional differences in surface charge to surface area

due to the number of bound surfactant molecules. Although this separation provides

a method for assessing the size distribution of a AuNP sample, it does not provide a

compatible method for comparison to PALS measurements as the electrophoretic mobility

is a result of bound SDS molecules, not the inherent AuNP surface functionalization.
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3.4 Conclusion

The efficacy of many nanoparticle applications, especially those using AuNPs, depend

upon accurate characterization of the size and polydispersity of a nanoparticle sample.

This is especially true for commercially synthesized nanoparticles as they commonly used

by non-chemists and potentially lack access to resources used by people developing their

own nanoparticle samples. For a population of commercially obtained AuNS and AuNR

samples, we rigorously analyzed the size and sample polydispersity using commonly avail-

able methods: TEM, UV-Vis Spectroscopy, and DLS.

As summarized in Figures 3.5 and 3.6, significant variability exists both within the

sample population itself and between measurement techniques. This only further high-

lighted when the measured values are compared to the independent characterization

provided in the CoA. The CoA values were calculated from reported TEM dimensions

(without provided standard deviations) and show clear discrepancies with the values not

only provided by our TEM analysis, but with other measurement techniques as well.

The AuNP surface properties were also characterized using PALS, CE, and µCE

and reported using electrophoretic mobility rather than zeta potential to eliminate the

assumptions of particle surface charge inherent in the zeta potential calculation. For both

populations of AuNPs, the PALS measurements exhibited significant variability with the

Wyatt Möbius having a narrower distribution than the Malvern Zetasizer Nano ZS. The

CE measurements reported that all AuNPs were almost neutral in charge, in contrast to

the values reported by both PALs and µCE. The µCE measurements showed component

separation of the AuNP samples into smaller subpopulations. The primary subpopulation

mobility measurements were similar to those reported by PALS for the AuNS sample, but

reported a higher negatively charge for the AuNRs as compared to PALS. Without an

alternative detection method to fluorescence for µCE, further elucidation of the nature
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of these subpopulations is not possible. The presence of the subpopulations is to be

expected as indicated by the polydispersity in the measurements from both TEM and

DLS. The discrepancy between the electrophoretic mobilities reported by CE and µCE is

hypothesized to be the result of a combination of lack of detection sensitivity in the CE

system and increased resolution of the µCE system. Further work is required to better

understand the nature of these differences.

From this extensive characterization of AuNP samples, two conclusions can be drawn:

(1) regardless of the nanoparticle source, independent laboratory measurements outside

of the manufacturer are necessary before any application use and (2) additional measure-

ment techniques are required to fully characterize nanoparticle samples beyond spectral

(UV-Vis), microscopy-based (TEM) analysis, and light scattering (DLS). As additional

methods for nanoparticle characterization are being developed, the critical nature of

characterizing nanoparticle size, polydispersity, and surface properties necessitates not

only the standardization of nanoparticle characterization methods, but also the use of

multiple, alternative characterization techniques beyond the current heavy reliance upon

TEM and DLS/PALS analysis.
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Chapter 4

Quantification of Colloidal Stability

of Gold Nanoparticles via UV-Vis

Spectroscopy

4.1 Motivation

Engineered nanoparticles (NPs) exhibit unique size-dependent thermal, electrical,

chemical, and optical properties[173] that enable their use in a broad array of appli-

cations in fields as diverse as medicine (biosensing,[87] diagnosis,[90] therapeutics[174])

and chemical analysis.[94] The efficacy of NPs in each application is intrinsically linked

to their stability in suspension;[175, 174] however, small changes to the solution (e.g.

background salt concentration, temperature, pH) or changes to the NPs (e.g. surface

coating or concentration) can substantially affect stability.[122] For example, in the case

of gold nanorod (AuNR) stability, researchers have studied individually the effects of

sample purification,[176, 177, 178, 179, 180, 181, 182] surface coating,[177, 183, 184, 185,

186, 182, 175] solution pH,[187, 188, 189, 190, 191, 192, 193, 194, 195, 181, 196] presence
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of salt,[197, 183, 176, 195, 198, 179, 199, 200, 185, 181, 84] temperature,[201, 181] and

solvent composition.[198, 184, 181, 186, 202]

Although colloid science is a well-established field, aggregation characterization of

NPs in response to different destabilizing factors is not yet a standardized process.[173,

120] Table S1 in the Supplemental Information shows the common methods utilized in

colloidal stability studies, particularly those focused on AuNRs, including the physical

property measured, features of each method, and their limitations. One of the most de-

veloped, non-destructive analytical techniques is UV-Vis spectroscopy, which measures

the changes in transmitted light due to the light scattered (turbidimetry) or absorbed

(absorbance) by NPs in suspension.[203] Turbidimetry is an established method for as-

sessing colloidal aggregation, especially for micron-sized particle systems.[204, 205, 206]

However, since the measured signal changes both with particle volume-fraction and

size, turbidimetry is limited to qualitative measurements when both parameters change

simultaneously.[204] For plasmonic nanoparticles that exhibit strong light absorbance,

UV-Vis absorbance spectroscopy overcomes this limitation as the absorbance response is

strongly coupled with physical properties of the nanoparticle itself.

For noble metal nanoparticles this strong light absorbance results from their sur-

face plasmon resonant properties. Specifically, noble metal nanoparticles exhibit surface

plasmon resonance (SPR) absorption with the SPR frequency highly dependent on the

nanoparticle size, shape, aspect ratio, and composition.[207] In particular, noble metal

nanorods exhibit tunable SPR absorption in the visible spectrum [90] with localized sur-

face plasmon resonance (LSPR) absorbance peaks corresponding to both their diameter

(transverse surface plasmon resonance peak - tSPR) and length (longitudinal surface

plasmon resonance peak - lSPR). There have been many studies, both theoretical and

experimental, that have characterized changes in spectral absorbance and mapped them

to both physical changes to the AuNRs as well as their behavior in suspension,[207, 208]
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which, in turn, yields information regarding colloidal stability.

Weisbecker was first to define a “flocculation parameter” (FP)[209] based upon changes

to the UV-Vis absorbance spectra of gold nanospheres (AuNS). This parameter incor-

porates both particle aggregation (irreversible) and agglomeration (reversible) and is

calculated by integrating the measured absorbance values from 600 nm to 800 nm and

increases as “flocculation” increases[209]. Mayya[210] proposed a modification to the

FP by first normalizing the AuNS absorbance spectra using the peak LSPR intensity

and then subtracting the integrated area from 600 nm to 800 nm for a sample from a

reference spectra to account for any decreases in AuNS concentration over time due to

flocculation. This modified FP has continued to be used by groups to characterize the

flocculation of AuNS under different conditions[211]. However, this method is limited to

characterizing spherical particles as changes in the selected wavelength range correspond

directly to the growth of AuNS aggregates through the resulting band broadening and

red-shift of the LSPR peak [212].

With regards to anisotropic particles, particularly AuNRs, researchers have used sev-

eral different methods to relate aggregation behavior to spectral changes. Universally,

researchers use the lSPR peak present in the AuNR absorbance spectra and measure

either the lSPR peak intensity [176, 177], the ratio of the lSPR peak and tSPR peak

intensities[213], or percent decrease of intensity at the original lSPR peak wavelength[183,

191]. Recently, Kah[175] proposed a derivative method based upon the work of Weis-

becker et.al.[209] to monitor AuNR aggregation by integrating the area under the lSPR

peak normalized to peak intensity. Kah redefines the FP as an aggregation index (AI)

and uses this measure of the peak spectral broadening as an indication of AuNR sta-

bility in suspension. However, due to the specific definition of the index and the lack

of a referential measurement, the AI fails to accurately and quantitatively capture the

aggregation behavior of AuNRs. Therefore, a unified, robust, generalizable assessment
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method of instability in nanoparticle colloidal suspensions is required.

We define a Particle Instability Parameter (PIP) as a universal method for quanti-

tatively characterizing stability of plasmonic materials based upon UV-Vis absorbance

spectroscopy that is both independent of the colloid system and fully captures the evolu-

tion of the system over time. In the next section we present our methodology and results

that support the development of the PIP. We demonstrate the efficacy of this method

through a systematic characterization of AuNRs over a variety of salts, buffers, and pH

conditions. We describe the influence of sample preparation, handling, and methodol-

ogy in performing stability studies of plasmonic colloids. We reaffirm the importance of

characterizing the concentration of free surfactant (Cetyltrimethylammonium bromide -

CTAB) in solution and its influence on AuNR colloidal stability. Finally, our work is

contextualized within the literature of AuNR stability research and we compare method-

ologies and AuNR stability results.

4.2 Experimental Section

4.2.1 Materials

Cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB, H9151), Gold(III) chloride trihydrate (HAuCl4·

3H2O, 520918), silver nitrate (AgNO3, S8157) were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich and

used as received. Sodium borohydride (H4BNa, S678), ascorbic acid (C6H8O6, A61) were

obtained from Fisher Chemical and used as received. Sodium chloride (NaCl, S271),

sodium bromide (NaBr, S255), sodium tetraborate decahydrate (B4Na2O7 ·10H2O, S249),

Tris Base (BP152), HEPES (BP310), sodium acetate trihydrate (CH3COONa·3H2O,

S608), hydrochloric acid (HCl, A144), sodium hydroxide (NaOH, S318) were all obtained

from Fisher Chemical and used as received. All glassware used for AuNR synthesis was
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cleaned with aqua regia and rinsed with Millipore 18.2 MΩ·cm DI water. All suspensions

were prepared using Millipore 18.2 MΩ·cm DI water.

4.2.2 Methods

Nanorod Synthesis

AuNRs were synthesized using the seed-mediated method first described by Murphy[214]

and El-Sayed[215]. Briefly, a seed solution was prepared by adding 200 µL of 0.01 M

HAuCl4 to 9.75 mL 0.1 M CTAB with vigorous mixing. 600 µL ice cold 0.01 M NaBH4

was added and mixed for an additional 2 min during which the solution turned a dark

brown. The seed solution was kept in a 33 ◦C incubator for 2 h before subsequent use.

The AuNR growth solution was prepared by adding 400 µL 0.01 M AgNO3 to 95 mL

0.1 M CTAB in a glass Erlenmeyer flask with vigorous mixing. 5 mL of 0.01 M HAuCl4

was added to this solution with vigorous mixing. With the addition of 550 µL of freshly

prepared 0.1 M ascorbic acid the solution turned clear. 120 µL of the seed solution was

added to this solution and after gentle mixing, the solution was left overnight (16 h) in

a 33 ◦C incubator. 15 reactions were performed simultaneously to synthesize a final vol-

ume of 1.5 L of AuNRs. After synthesis, AuNRs were aliquoted into 25 mL batches and

purified once via centrifugation (14k RCF, 20 min) using a Sorvall Legend X1 centrifuge

with Fiberlite 6×100 mL rotor. Synthesized AuNRs had dimensions of 45±8 nm × 17±4

nm as measured via TEM.

Buffer Preparation

Stock solutions were prepared at concentrations of 2 M, 1 M, 200 mM, 100 mM, 20

mM, 2 mM to be diluted 1:1 to the desired concentrations upon the addition of an AuNR

suspension. The supplemental info section contains further information regarding buffer
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preparation.

Physical Characterization

Transmission electron microscope (TEM) micrographs were taken using a FEI Tecnai

G2 Sphera Microscope. TEM grids were prepared by drop-casting 10 µL of AuNRs onto

a TEM copper grid (400 mesh, 01822, Ted Pella). AuNR dimensions were calculated

from the average of 3000 AuNR measurements.

Dynamic Light Scattering

Time resolved measurements of the AuNR hydrodynamic radius were obtained using

a Wyatt Mobius with cuvette attachment. Each recorded measurement consisted of 4

sub-runs with a 2 s sample integration time taken continuously at 30 s intervals for 15 min

from the introduction of the analyte to a AuNR suspension. The reported hydrodynamic

radius was calculated from the raw data using the cumulant method.

UV-Vis Spectroscopy

For AuNR absorbance spectral characterization, AuNRs (1 mL aliquots) were cen-

trifuged into pellets (14000 RCF, 4 min) and the supernate removed. The samples were

resuspended in 1 mL DI water and placed in Eppendorf Uvette cuvettes. Samples were

prepared to fully sweep all concentrations of a parameter (e.g. salt, pH) in triplicate

in a single experiment to eliminate operator bias. We note that the concentration of

free-CTAB in solution was held constant across all measured solutions as described in

additional detail in the SI.

The absorbance spectra were acquired using a Shimadzu UV-1800 Spectrophotometer.

Spectral measurements were recorded with 1 nm resolution with a range of 300 nm - 1100

nm. Before sample analysis, a solvent baseline measurement was recorded for use as a
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sample blank. For AuNR stability analysis, measurements were recorded immediately

after the addition and mixing (5 s, vortex) of the analyte into the AuNR sample. A 5 s

wait time before starting the acquisition was used to ensure the absence of microbubbles

in the cuvette as a result of vortex mixing. Acquisition occurred at 1 min intervals for

the first 10 min followed by a measurement at 15 min continuing at 15 min intervals until

2 h with a final measurement at 24 h.

Free-CTAB Analysis

For assessment of the influence of CTAB on colloidal stability, aliquots of AuNRs

were purified as described, but resuspended in 1 mM CTAB solution. Solutions of NaCl

at 2 M, 1 M, 200 mM, 20 mM, 2 mM concentrations were added in a 1:1 ratio to the

prepared aliquots and analyzed using both DLS and UV-Vis spectroscopy techniques.

Gold Nanorod Concentration Analysis

For determination of AuNR concentration influence, aliquots of diluted AuNR suspen-

sions were prepared. Initial stock AuNR concentration estimated to be 4.8E12 AuNRs/mL.

For AuNR-2 the stock suspension was diluted 1:2 with DI water. For AuNR-4 the stock

suspension was diluted 1:4 with DI water. Initial AuNR concentrations were calculated

from the suspension UV-Vis absorbance spectrum (See SI for further details).

4.3 Results and Discussion

4.3.1 Particle Instability Parameter

To derive the PIP, we systematically studied how changes in peak height, peak wave-

length, spectral skewness, spectral shape, and derivatives of spectra described the stabil-
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ity of AuNRs in suspension (see SI). Although all parameters can be used as a measure of

particle instability and aggregation, our study showed that by observing changes both in

peak intensity and location (e.g. wavelength shift), the colloidal stability of a AuNR sys-

tem could be accurately assessed. Furthermore, we developed a parameter that monitors

the actual peak position and intensity, essentially tracking spectral profile evolution. The

PIP requires two UV-Vis absorbance spectra: a reference spectrum of the nanoparticles

and the data spectrum of the nanoparticles with the analyte of interest. Note that this is

unlike both the FP[209] and AI[175] which are fundamentally based on averaged changes

in a spectral profile within a specific wavelength range.

To define the PIP, we begin with a weighted intensity value (I∗) as Eq. 4.1:

I∗ =
∆I

Io
=

Io − In
Io

(4.1)

where I∗ relates a change in peak intensity, ∆I, to the reference peak intensity, Io at

n point in time.

The weighted wavelength shift is defined as Eq. 4.2.

λ∗ = C∆λ = C(λo − λn) (4.2)

where λo is the reference peak wavelength position, λn is the peak position at n point

in time, and C is a weighting

function defined as Eq. 4.3:

C =
I∗thresh

∆λ∗thresh
(4.3)

This normalizes the two parameters and eliminates the bias from an unequal param-

eter weighting. Typically, the distinction between a stable or unstable colloid system

has been either a binary determination [206] or a qualitative assessment based on peak
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changes [209, 175]. Our parameter, however, allows us to assign a number to the spectra

which enables the quantitative comparison of different spectra using the PIP. Further-

more, we define that a suspension is stable when the measured absorbance spectra is

less than 10% of an initial reference peak. This cutoff number is derived from both the

literature[175, 173] and the assessment of over 600 experimental data points (See SI for

additional details). Thus, we define I∗thresh as 0.1 and ∆λ∗thresh as 10 such that an unstable

system is defined by a 10% change in intensity or a wavelength shift of 10 nm.

Thus, the PIP is defined as Eq. 4.4:

PIP =
√
(I∗)2 + (λ∗)2 (4.4)

We note that by using a reference spectrum, the PIP is a concentration independent

measurement as long as the reference and data suspensions are held at the same initial

concentration. As a consequence, the PIP can capture changes in fundamental spectral

structure such as the disappearance or emergence of peaks not present in a control sample.

To verify the performance of the PIP, we compared our index to the recently pro-

posed AI. Figure 4.1 shows the PIP versus the AI for a theoretical data set of metallic

nanorods with a lSPR peak at 700 nm. We created the set of data to mimic AuNRs

aggregating over time such that each Gaussian represents the AuNR absorption spec-

trum from 600 to 800 nm at a particular instance in time with later times representing

decreasing peak height. The AI as defined[175, 181, 202] divides the area under the lSPR

peak by the measured peak intensity to maintain concentration independence; however,

changes primarily in peak height over time can result in a constant AI, which incorrectly

suggests a stable suspension. Practically, this can be realized when nanoparticles pre-

cipitate out of suspension without a change in size, shape, or inter-particle spacing, an

inherently unstable response. Furthermore, the actual value of AI, much like FP, is an
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arbitrary determination of stability and must therefore be compared to either a stable or

unstable suspension to provide meaning.

Figure 4.1: Performance of PIP to AI using a simulated data set of aggregating
AuNRs. The spectra shown in (A) was computationally fabricated to simulate the
aggregation of AuNRs over time as one would observe using UV-Vis absorbance spec-
troscopy over 24 h. In this case, we created the data to simulate AuNRs with a lSPR
peak at 700 nm aggregating and thus decreasing in peak intensity without a wave-
length shift. (B) shows AI[175], defined as the normalized area between 600 nm and
800 nm, vs. time directly corresponding to the simulated spectra in (A). Note that
the AI shows no difference over time. (C) PIP vs. time for the simulated spectra in
(A). Here, we note that PIP captures the change (or AuNR aggregation) of the data
set as it is based upon a weighted combination of change in peak intensity and peak
wavelength shift from an established reference spectrum (control).

Figure 4.1 shows we can capture instability in this particular case study since changes

in the suspension are compared to a reference spectrum. Furthermore, PIP is quantitative

on an absolute scale due to our 10% cutoff value. Although comprehensively studying

stability over different factors, many studies[176, 179, 182, 195, 196, 185, 184, 175, 177,

193, 197, 190, 192, 178, 191] may not accurately give an assessment of stability because

there is only one data point at one particular point in time which may falsely indicate

stability (see Figure 4.1). However, one possible false negative to our method could be if

the peak position changes as a result of the refractive index change. Although changes

in refractive index can indicate the binding of an analyte to a NP surface, the addition

of salt or other additive to a NP suspension could change the refractive index of the
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suspension as compared to a reference spectrum.

To verify the accuracy of our method for assessing colloidal stability, we compared

characterization of AuNR stability using both Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS), a more

prevalently utilized technique in literature[120], and our method outlined above. DLS cal-

culates NP size by measuring the radius of particles or aggregates in suspension through

light scattering techniques[216]. We examined AuNR stability in a salt solution (NaCl in

de-ionized (DI) water) at five different concentrations (1 mM, 10 mM, 100 mM, 500 mM,

1 M) with data shown in Figure 4.2. The AuNRs in different concentrations of salt were

monitored over 15 min at 1 min intervals. As literature has shown, free-CTAB in solu-

tion can strongly affect AuNR stability[177]. To account for this influence, two different

suspensions of AuNRs were used: (1) a purified suspension that was twice-centrifuged

and (2) a suspension where the AuNRs were resuspended in 1 mM CTAB solution to es-

tablish a known free-CTAB concentration. Finally, control measurements were recorded

using both DLS and PIP to serve as reference measurements for the free-CTAB com-

parison study. Based on DLS measurements the average NP hydrodynamic radius for

the AuNR suspensions (in water) with and without added CTAB was calculated to be

7.5 nm and 10.1 nm, respectively. This difference is the result of the DLS fitting model

in which the additional CTAB increases the average radius (See SI). In general, as salt

concentration increases, measured radius increases. This trend is more observable for

the twice-centrifuged samples, where the same conditions were measured with UV-Vis

spectroscopy. We observe that all salt concentrations for the twice-centrifuged AuNR

samples are above the stability threshold established by PIP. This is in contrast to the

added CTAB suspensions where both 1 mM and 10 mM salt concentrations are identified

as stable while 100 mM, 500 mM, and 1 M salt solutions are unstable.

We note that both characterization techniques identify the twice-centrifuged sam-

ples in all cases to be unstable from these data. We observe a similar trend for AuNRs
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Figure 4.2: AuNR stability in pure salt (NaCl) at five different concentrations (1
mM, 10 mM, 100 mM, 500 mM, 1 M) after 15 min. AuNRs were suspended in ei-
ther twice-centrifuged (purified) DI water or 1 mM CTAB solution and characterized
by both (A) DLS and (B) UV-Vis spectroscopy over a continuously monitored 15
min time interval. DLS measurements showed that for the purified AuNR suspension
the hydrodynamic radius progressively increased in average size with increasing salt
concentration. For the 1 mM CTAB solution, the hydrodynamic radius significantly
increased as compared to the control only for the 10 mM and 100 mM salt concentra-
tions. UV-Vis spectroscopy measurements revealed similar trends with the purified
solution being unstable (PIP > 0.1). The 1 mM CTAB solution was stable at 1 mM
and 10 mM and unstable for 100 mM, 500 mM, and 1 M salt concentrations. All
AuNR solutions (both purified and 1 mM CTAB) had the same AuNR nanoparticle
concentrations (Additional discussion regarding the DLS measurements is found in
the SI).

suspended in 1 mM CTAB for both measurement techniques. Although not in full agree-

ment, differences between the two measurements can be attributed to each technique’s

method of measurement. For the DLS measurements, increases in the hydrodynamic

radius could be attributed to one of several factors: the formation of several large, but

stable, aggregates; changes to the NP inter-particle spacing (but not unstable); and/or

the formation of large, unstable aggregates. In the absence of an alternative analytical

technique, only inferences to the causes of the changes in the derived hydrodynamic ra-

dius may be made from DLS measurements.[61] Conversely, as PIP is a reference-based

measuremen (t, spectral changes recorded by the UV-Vis spectrophotometer can provide

greater detail for understanding the aggregation behavior of the colloidal system. For
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example, large changes in the spectra directly correlate to changes in NP morphology

as a result of aggregation and therefore appear as a large increase in PIP. An intensity

decrease without spectral profile change indicates a change in NP concentration, not nec-

essarily the result of aggregation (e.g. sedimentation), which would change PIP slightly.

As a consequence of using the physical NP properties, PIP could indicate that such a

colloidal suspension is in fact stable in contrast to DLS measurements of the same sus-

pension. Therefore, we believe UV-Vis spectroscopy still to be the best form of stability

characterization.

To both experimentally verify our stability parameter and increase understanding of

AuNR stability in response to different environments, we examined over 600 spectra of

AuNRs in response to different salts (NaCl, NaBr), salt concentration, pH, and buffer

type as well as AuNR concentration. These conditions were selected both for their

broad importance in nanoparticle processing and to understand nanoparticle stability

in biological / physiologically relevant conditions. A summary of our data using PIP is

shown in Figures 4.3 and 4.4. Note, these were also visually compared to UV-Vis spectra

to confirm that PIP is an accurate measure of stability (See SI).

Figure 4.3 shows the stability response of AuNRs to different salt and buffer con-

centrations at both 2 h and 24 h. Black indicates stable, where red indicates unstable.

In general, as salt concentration increases, AuNRs become increasingly unstable. For a

commonly utilized salt (NaCl), the AuNRs are unstable through the full range of con-

centrations studied (1 mM to 1 M) and the degree of instability increases with increasing

salt concentration. However, for different ionic species (NaBr), AuNRs are stable at

both 1 mM and 10 mM and are unstable above 100 mM. For HEPES, we observe that

the AuNRs are unstable regardless of buffer concentration after 24 h, whereas using Tris

buffer, AuNRs are stable regardless of buffer concentration. For borate buffer, we observe

that at low concentrations, the AuNRs are unstable (1 mM) after 24 h but at concen-
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Figure 4.3: Stability bar graph of AuNRs in response to different salts (sodium
acetate-NaOAc, borate, Tris, HEPES, sodium chloride-NaCl, and sodium bro-
mide-NaBr) and different concentrations (1 mM, 10 mM, 50 mM, 100 mM, 500 mM,
and 1 M) at 2 h (A) and 24 h (B) intervals. This chart shows the parameter space as
a function of PIP with unstable values (PIP>0.1) indicated as red. A suspension of
twice-centrifuged AuNRs served as the starting suspension for all measurements and
we performed each measurement in triplicate. We observe that AuNRs suspended in
Tris were stable across all concentrations examined, while NaCl was unstable across
all concentrations after 24 h. NaBr and NaOAc became unstable at higher salt con-
centrations and borate buffer was unstable after 24 h, but not at 2 h. Absence of data
for borate buffer above 100 mM is due to the insolubility of sodium tetraborate in
water at these concentrations. An expanded figure with borate buffer stability data
at 50 mM is available in SI.

trations up to buffer saturation (above 100 mM), the AuNRs are increasingly stable.

Finally, we observe with sodium acetate (NaOAc), AuNRs are stable between 10 mM

and 100 mM but unstable outside of that range. With regard to time, in general, 2 h is a

good indication of stability; however, we notice, for the 1 mM electrolyte concentration

case, waiting 24 h does make the system go from stable to unstable in some buffers and

salts.

In addition, we examined the effect of solution pH, as shown in Figure 4.4. Our data

shows that AuNRs are stable through a wide range of pH values with instability occurring

only at pH 13. Since the stability at 24 h was the same as that at 2 h (with PIP only

increasing in an already unstable system) we show only the values at 24 h for brevity.
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Figure 4.4: Stability response of AuNRs as a function of solution pH and AuNR
concentration. AuNR-1 is the initial AuNR suspension with AuNR-2 and AuNR-4
consisting of a 1:2 and 1:4 dilution (respectively) with DI water. Our data shows that
AuNRs are stable through a wide range of pH values with instability occurring only
at pH 13. Since the stability at 24 h was the same as that at 2 h (with PIP only
increasing in an already unstable system) we show only the values at 24 h for brevity.

With both the salt studies and pH sweep, we examined what effect AuNR concentration

had on their colloidal stability. Figure 4.5 shows PIP values of AuNR concentrations

diluted by a factor of 2 (AuNR-2) and 4 (AuNR-4) for our salt and buffer sweep. We

observe that below 10 mM concentration decreasing AuNR concentration decreases sta-

bility except in HEPES and Tris buffer. We also observe suspensions become unstable as

AuNR concentration decreases with AuNR-2 and AuNR-4 being more unstable; however,

suspensions are generally not affected by pH with the only exception being at high pH
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values (12 and 13).

4.3.2 Comparison with to studies in literature

One major motivation for developing PIP is for the facile and quantitative compar-

ison of results from different colloidal stability studies. Study comparisons are inher-

ently difficult due to differences in measurement states (in-situ [61] vs ex-situ [197])

or techniques[204, 205, 206]. Regardless, there have been approximately 30 different

studies on AuNR colloidal stability in response to changes in purification methods, pH,

salt, buffer, physiological media, and temperature. Systematic studies have focused

on solution ionic strength (salt) not only because of physiological applications (Nor-

mal Saline NaCl concentration is 150 mM)[217], but also because of functionalization

of AuNRs with various surface coatings[184]. Although most studies have focused on

NaCl [195, 179, 199, 200, 181, 176], Nikoobakht et al.[197] examined the influence of

ion size (NaCl, NaBr, NaI, and NaOH). Many researchers have systematically studied

the effect of pH using UV-Vis[196, 191, 192, 193, 194, 195, 181] and found no change

or degradation below a pH value of 7. Others[183, 181] explored differences in response

between synthesized and functionalized AuNRs. However, there are few studies on the

effect of AuNR concentration. Therefore, in this section, using these studies, our data,

and PIP, we discuss the importance of sample preparation and purification in measuring

nanoparticle stability, demonstrate the importance of experimental methodology, com-

pare different pH, salt concentration, and buffer types, and provide an overview of other

considerations influencing AuNR stability.

Throughout literature AuNR stability has been shown to be sensitive to both synthesis

conditions and purification methods[178, 218]. The most widely used AuNR synthesis

method is the bottom-up seed mediated approach developed by the Murphy[214] and
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El-Sayed[215] groups. Although an established method, slight differences in reagents,

environmental conditions (temperature), or laboratory techniques during synthesis would

change the resulting AuNR surface coating, shape, and concentration thereby influencing

the AuNR colloidal stability[208, 218]. John et al. [218] optimized the method through a

systematic study of variable synthesis parameters. We use the seed-mediated approach

as recommended for synthesis of the AuNRs used in this work (see Methods).

After synthesis, AuNRs must be purified from the growth solution. Multiple stud-

ies have already examined the effect that purification methods (primarily centrifuga-

tion) have on AuNR colloidal stability with respect to different parameters (centrifuga-

tion speed[180], number of washes[181, 182]), and removal of free surfactant (CTAB) in

solution[176, 177, 178, 179, 182]. Universally, these studies conclude that careful selection

of an appropriate purification method is critical to maintaining AuNR stability as exces-

sive centrifugation causes both aggregation[178] and morphological changes[219] due, in

part, to the removal of CTAB from solution. Indeed, as shown in Figure 4.2, AuNR col-

loidal stability increases with an increasing amount of free-CTAB in solution that remains

after centrifugation. Several groups [177, 178, 182] have examined the importance of the

equilibrium between the free-CTAB in solution and that bound on the AuNR surface in

maintaining AuNR colloidal stability. Similar to Figure 4.2, other work has shown that

the excess removal of free-CTAB from solution leads to AuNR aggregation. In order to

maintain equilibrium, CTAB desorbs from the AuNR surface thereby causing defects in

the AuNR surface coating which induce aggregation. Through an extensive systematic

study, Ferhan et al.[179] conclude that, although centrifugation may cause defects to

appear in CTAB surface coatings, two centrifugation washes is optimal to extract the

AuNRs from the growth solution and to remove excess free surfactant (CTAB) without

inducing AuNR aggregation[182]. Although twice purified AuNRs exhibited increased

instability in our initial experiments (Figure 4.2), we remained consistent with literature
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for our systematic study with each sample consisting of twice-centrifuged AuNRs and

the amount of free-CTAB held constant.

After purification, AuNR preparation for subsequent use requires a solvent exchange

(mixing) with a biological buffer or different solution. However, as part of developing a

standardized method for assessing nanoparticle colloidal stability, we observed that the

exchange method after purification can greatly influence AuNR stability. As many AuNR

stability papers lack specifically outlined exchange methods, variations in technique may

contribute to observed colloidal behavior and thus inter-study differences. The results

of our study are included in the SI. Based upon our results, all AuNR suspensions were

mixed via vortex mixing to ensure well-mixing before analysis.

One aspect of the utility of the PIP is the ability to easily and directly compare differ-

ent data sets. Figure 4.6 compares two UV-Vis data sets from literature that investigate

aggregation in the presence of salt [220, 194] with our data sets taken at 2 h and 24

h. Studies from literature show AuNR instability between 10 mM and 100 mM NaCl;

AuNRs are stable outside this range. Our data shows similar results but only at 2 h

after analyte addition (blue upright triangle). However, we observe increased instability

at different concentrations after 24 h (yellow diamond). We attribute the differences in

stability at low and high salt concentrations to two possible phenomena. (1) At low con-

centrations, the electric double layers (EDL) surrounding the AuNRs are thick, offering

enhanced electrostatic repulsion and thus colloidal stability. (2) At higher concentrations

an equilibrium between the CTAB in the free solution with that on the AuNR surface.

As discussed in literature[221], CTAB is not covalently bound to the AuNRs but rather

coordinates and thus may dissociate from the AuNR surface to reach an equilibrium

with the solvent. At high AuNR concentrations, there is an abundance of AuNRs and

surrounding CTAB and thus less CTAB dissociates from the AuNR surface, effectively

limiting numbers of surface coating defects for the salt to induce irreversible aggregation.
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Finally, these data comparisons suggest that the UV-Vis studies from literature used

AuNR / salt suspensions that had not reached equilibrium. They also suggest that if

one only observes the AuNRs shortly after addition of salt, the resulting value is only a

measure of short term AuNR stability while extended incubation (e.g. 24 h) may result

in aggregation.

In addition to the influence of salt, the effect of suspension pH on the stability of

CTAB-coated AuNRs has been systematically studied by several groups [196, 191, 192,

193, 194, 195, 181]. Broadly, these studies monitor AuNRs for aggregation using UV-Vis

spectroscopy and find that AuNRs in suspension experience no change or degradation

below a pH value of 7 [176, 192, 181]. Above this value, AuNRs are observed to irre-

versibly aggregate [194, 196]. However, some groups observed different AuNR behavior at

different pH values such as reversible changes in absorbance. For example, Kozlovskaya

et al.[193] failed to observe AuNR aggregation but did observe a reversible change in the

shape of the AuNR lSPR peak width in response to solution pH values. Specifically they

observe that the lSPR peak width narrows when AuNRs are at low pH (pH 3) while

broadening at higher pH values (pH 8). Tiwari et al.[191] observed similar behavior with

changes in the peak LSPR spectra above pH 8 that is especially pronounced for longer

aspect ratio AuNRs. While this does not establish the suspension as unstable, it does

indicate that the suspensions change in response to pH. Although many studies found

CTAB-coated AuNRs to be unstable at higher pH values, some research such as that

by Zhan et al.[195] found inverted trends where AuNRs are stable above pH 6 / 7 but

highly unstable below pH 5.5. The different AuNR responses to pH stem most likely

from differences in sample purification methods, acid addition methods, or analytical

technique.

Our data aligns well with the bulk of pH / AuNR studies; however, we observe no

aggregation or structural change until a solution value of pH 12. We hypothesize that
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this increased stability is the result of both the sample mixing method as well as the

purification method employed. By systematically controlling the amount of free-CTAB

in solution as well as ensuring that the sample is well-mixed using a vortex mixer without

introducing nucleation points, the AuNR response to pH is primarily chemistry based. As

synthesized AuNRs, before any functionalization, have a highly positive surface charge

independent of pH [187, 188, 189, 192], aggregation observed in previous studies at lower

pH values may be the result of surface coating defects rather than purely an AuNR

response to pH.

Beyond salt concentration and pH, much literature has investigated the effect of

buffered solutions for stability of surface functionalized AuNRs (e.g. ligand modified[221,

202]); however, there exist only a few systematic studies with unmodified, CTAB-only

AuNRs. Nikoobakht[197] showed that unbuffered solutions containing only NaCl induced

the best aggregation, consistent with our results (Figure 4.3). In general, we hypothesize

that buffers are more stable than salt solutions (NaCl) because of the size of the buffer ion

as well as the kind of buffer. For example, sodium tetraborate is known to stabilize gold

suspensions[195], and thus our result of stable AuNR suspensions with increasing concen-

trations of borate is sound. Furthermore, all other buffer ions tested are larger than Cl-,

which will allow for a larger ion cloud and a more stabilizing effect. For example, Tris is

a large, soft ion, which promotes stability consistent with our data showing stable sus-

pensions across all concentrations. Although this particular result is not consistent with

literature (e.g. Knecht[176] examined the stability of unmodified, CTAB-only AuNRs

in response to Tris and showed AuNR instability at Tris concentrations between 10 mM

and 100 mM), this could easily be a result of a different concentration of free-CTAB in

solution. HEPES was shown to be unstable at very high (1 M) and intermediate (10 mM)

concentrations. Since this is a zwitterionic buffering molecule, the behavior at various

concentrations is very complex and the HEPES molecule may have limited interaction
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with the AuNRs. Finally, as seen in Figure 4.3, there is a general trend of instability as

the buffer concentration increases. We attribute this behavior to the decrease of the EDL

thickness and the charges not being screened as effectively, thus promoting aggregation.

Relatively few studies have explored the implications of AuNR concentration on col-

loidal stability[177]. Our results show that it is an important factor for stability. In

general, more AuNRs in suspension tend to have higher colloidal stability. However, this

is not true in low salt solutions (1 mM) where stability decreases with nanoparticle con-

centration. At higher concentrations of AuNRs in suspension, there is more CTAB bound

on the surface and less in solution. As described by Hafner et al.,[177] the interplay of

the equilibrium between these two species is important in maintaining colloidal stabil-

ity. Assuming an unchanged equilibrium constant for the dissociation of CTAB from

AuNRs, increasing the concentration of AuNRs in suspension will result in an increased

concentration of CTAB in solution, effectively stabilizing the higher concentration AuNR

samples. At lower concentrations of AuNRs, there is less CTAB bound to the surface of

the AuNRs due to a greater quantity of CTAB dissociating from the surface to maintain

equilibrium. This creates non-uniformities on the surface coating of the AuNRs which

enables more particle-particle interactions. However, at very low salt concentrations, the

EDL is thicker and thereby prevents AuNRs from attaching to each other and increase

suspension stability at higher concentrations where the double layers may be overlapping,

promoting adhesion.

Although not investigated by us, several groups have examined the stability of AuNRs

in organic solvents[184], physiological buffers with proteins in solution [198, 181], artificial

biological fluids [186], and cell culture media [202] and all conclude from their measure-

ments that without changing the amphiphilic ligand surface coating on AuNRs (CTAB),

the AuNRs generally aggregate when suspended in the aforementioned solutions. Other

groups have examined stability in response to temperature at both physiological condi-
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tions (37 ◦C and below) [181] and at very high temperatures (up to 250 ◦C) [201] and

find both aggregation and morphological changes in AuNRs under different temperature

regimes. Specifically, at temperatures above 40 ◦C, AuNRs were found to lose their

anisotropy, transitioning into a more energetically favorable spherical shape. Although

important for the use of AuNRs in a physiological application, such morphology changes

greatly influence the plasmonic response of the AuNRs.

4.4 Conclusion

In summary, the LSPR spectral response of AuNRs has been used for the quantitative

characterization of colloidal instability through the derived Particle Instability Parame-

ter. For the test case of AuNR instability due to various concentrations of NaCl, the PIP

was found to fully capture the onset of colloidal instability as compared to other char-

acterization methods. The PIP was used to evaluate the stability of AuNRs in response

to several parameters: salt, pH, and buffer concentration. Both salt concentration and

buffer type were found to initiate colloidal instability in CTAB-coated AuNR suspensions

whereas solution pH was found to have little effect. We studied the influence of both

the amount of free-CTAB in solution and nanoparticle concentration on the measured

colloidal instability. Free-CTAB in solution and nanoparticle concentration were shown

to have a strong effect on stability, with high CTAB concentration and low nanoparti-

cle concentration tending to lead to solution instability. Although in many cases, our

results showed similar trends as literature, there were unique difference, most likely due

to uncertainty in sample preparation and handling. These findings demonstrate the crit-

ical need for a standardized method of assessing nanoparticle colloidal instability. The

PIP offers a quantitative, robust method for characterizing colloidal instability for both

AuNRs and plasmonic nanoparticles as a whole.
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Figure 4.5: Bar graph comparing colloidal stability of AuNRs in response to different
salts (borate, HEPES, sodium bromide-NaBr, sodium chloride-NaCl, sodium acetate–
NaOAc, and Tris) and AuNR concentration (1X, 2X, and 4X dilutions) at each salt
concentration (1 mM, 10 mM, 100 mM, 500 mM, and 1 M) at 2 h. AuNR suspensions
were prepared so the final analyzed AuNR concentrations were constant between salt
solutions with the initial (1X) suspension serially diluted to make 2-fold (2X) and
4-fold (4X) diluted suspensions. Generally the borate, NaBr, NaCl, and NaOAc salt
solutions exhibited increased instability as AuNR concentration decreased across all
salt concentrations. Exceptions include 100 mM and 1 M NaBr as well as 500 mM
NaOAc. AuNR concentration only slightly influenced the AuNR suspension colloidal
stability in response to HEPES and Tris across the salt concentration range studied.
NaCl exhibited the most AuNR concentration dependent instability across the entire
salt concentration range. Measurements were performed in triplicate. To maintain
consistent relative scale, the plots are truncated at PIP = 0.5. Full plot is available
in SI.
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Figure 4.6: Comparison of our data set taken at 2 h (A) and 24 h (B) with two
UV-Vis data sets from the literature that investigate aggregation in the presence
of salt (Kim[179] and Knecht[194]) (C). The suspensions in Knecht were measured
immediately after the introduction of salt while the suspensions in Kim were measured
after 10 min. The spectral data at 2 h (A) is similar to literature (C) but after 24 h
increased AuNR instability is observed through spectral changes (B). (D) shows the
PIP values of all the data shown in (A), (B) and (C). When compared using PIP, data
suggests that the UV-Vis studies from literature may have not reached equilibrium.
It also suggests that if one only observes the AuNRs shortly after addition of salt,
the resulting value is only a measure of short term AuNR stability while extended
incubation (e.g. 24 h) may promote aggregation.
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Chapter 5

Towards bio-analytical applications

of gold nanoparticles

5.1 Motivation

The virulent pathogenic bacterium, Streptococcus pneumoniae, is a leading cause of

pathogenic diseases and is responsible for a large variety of ailments including pneumonia,

meningitis, sepsis, otitis media, endocarditis and more, occurring commonly in young

children and the elderly[222]. At present, diagnosis is made by a variety of methods and

a conclusive diagnosis requires a time scale of 24–48 hours[223]. These tests require the

growing of bacteria cultures with an incubation time that requires a longer timescale[224].

Depending on the severity and the invasiveness of the disease, immediate diagnosis is

crucial for early and effective treatment.

The ability to detect and characterize biological targets of interest accurately and with

high sensitivity is vitally important to a wide array of fields ranging from drug discovery

and health diagnostics to threat detection and bio-material development. Microfluidic

lab–on–a–chip devices have demonstrated considerable promise toward this goal. Re-
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search developments have continued to yield improvements, not only in analysis time,

sensitivity, and specificity, but also in providing a better fundamental understanding of

biological interactions. Despite these advances, however, current microfluidic technology

suffers from at least two distinct limitations: It is currently difficult to resolve the pres-

ence of similar analytes in an electrophoretic separation, and lab–on–a–chip analytical

systems generally require bulky and expensive off–chip detection methods that preclude

the development of cost–effective and portable analytical systems.

One approach to addressing this issue would be using a metallic nanoparticle platform

for rapidly and cost-effectively identify bacterial causes of early stage sepsis in patients

in whole blood. Using this method the platform could directly image bacteria bound to

antibody-conjugated gold nanorods with finely tuned absorbance spectra exhibiting near-

infrared localized surface plasmon resonance peaks at wavelengths of light where blood is

transparent with either an IR camera or a spectrophotometer. This innovation will allow

not only for early stage detection of sepsis, but allow for the detection in undiluted whole

blood, as well as novel studies revolving around the fractions of bacteria that remain in

the blood but cannot otherwise be detected.

An important extension of the work presented here is the development of a novel

microfluidic-based analytical technique for the rapid detection and analysis of pathogenic

bacteria in whole blood. This technique combines the speed, low sample volume, and inte-

gration of lab-on-chip microfluidic analysis with the unique optical properties of surface-

functionalized gold nanorods into a high-sensitivity biosensing platform. We postulate

that by introducing gold nanorods functionalized with S. pneumonia antibodies into a

septic whole-blood sample, the nanorods will preferentially bind and thereby tag both

whole and partial S. pneumonia bacteria. Gold nanorods exhibit unique size-dependent

localized surface plasmon resonance with tunable absorption peaks in the visible and

near-infrared (NIR) spectra. Utilizing nanorods with absorption peaks within the NIR
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transmission window of biological fluids enables the detection of nanorod-tagged bacteria

in whole blood through absorption spectroscopy. This technique flows the nanorod/whole

blood sample through a microfluidic capillary chip and monitors the absorption spectra

in real time using a fiber-coupled spectrophotometer to rapidly analyze the entire sample

thereby monitoring the presence of and quantifying the concentration of S. pneumonia.

The preliminary results demonstrate both the absence of non-specific binding of the

nanorods and the ability to clearly detect gold nanorods with NIR absorption peaks in

undiluted whole blood. If proved successful, this technique is not limited to S. pneumo-

nia, but can be further extended to perform the simultaneous analyses of multiple strains

of pathogenic bacteria by monitoring the absorption spectra of multiple nanorod sizes,

each having been functionalized to a specific bacterial target.

5.2 Experimental Methods

All nanorods used in this work were synthesized via the previously described seed-

mediated approach unless otherwise described.

5.2.1 UV-Vis Absorbance Spectroscopy

1 mL of NS20(860) nanorods were purified and resuspended in 1 mL of undiluted

mouse whole blood (Bioreclaimation, Inc). Dilution measurements were with 1X Phos-

phate Buffered Saline (PBS, Fisher Scientific).

5.2.2 Streptococcus pneumoniae detection

NHS functionalized gold nanorods (NR20(860), Nanopartz, Inc.) were functionalized

with Streptococcus pneumoniae Monoclonal antibody (Pierce, MA1-10835) by incubating
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the nanorods with the antibody for 1 h. Functionalized nanorod samples divided into

500 µL alloquots. Mouse blood infected with Streptococcus pneumoniae isolate D39 was

obtained from the Marth lab at UCSB[225]. For both the infected and control samples,

1 nanorod alloquot is purified via centrifugation (3 m, 14000 RCF), and nanorods are

resuspended in 1 mL of blood. Samples are incubated for 15 m before analysis. 50 µL of

sample is pipetted onto a clean glass microscope slide with cover slip. A Nikon Eclipse

L-150 upright microscope with halogen illumination is used for sample analysis.

5.2.3 Resonant Light Scattering Detection

All work was performed using an Olympus BX41 Upright Microscope. Glancing,

scattering illumination was provided by four different laser diodes (Thorlabs) with colli-

mating, free-space optics with wavelengths of either 632 nm, 658 nm, 690 nm, and 785

nm. Each laser beam was directed onto the microfluidic chip at a glancing angle of 72◦

(from normal) with a spot size of 1 mm centered in the field of view of the microscope

objective. Experiments were imaged using an Andor Luca EMCCD camera. Vacuum

driven flow was provided through the use of hand-held syringes connected to the chip by

100 µm ID Tygon tubing.

5.2.4 Microchip Microspectrophotometry Analysis

Measurements recorded on a custom-fabricated system based upon an Olympus BX-

41 upright microscope with attached spectrograph (Andor Shamrock 303i). Spectra

recorded using a Newton (Andor) camera. A Luca EMCCD (Andor) camera is used to

chip alignment verification. Illumination provided either via halogen lamp (BX-41 inter-

nal source) with custom Chroma flattening filter (for more uniform spectral profile) or

mercury illuminator (U-HGLGPS, Olympus) with Chroma daylight filter. Spectrograph
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measurements recorded using 0.005 s exposure, 10 accumulations per measurement, full

vertical binning, and a diffraction grating with a 7500 blaze, 600 l/mm groove density.

Vacuum driven flow was provided through the use of hand-held syringes connected to

the chip by 100 µm ID Tygon tubing.

5.2.5 Device Fabrication

Three microfluidic test devices were fabricated to understand the detection efficacy at

distinguishing between different populations of nanorods and to improve the sensitivity of

detection non-fluorescently functionalized nanorods in solution using microchip capillary

electrophoresis.

Device 1: 3-Sheath Flow Device A three-sheath flow device was developed to de-

termine whether the gold nanorods could be detected and distinguished while flowing

through a microfluidic channel. The device was a composite chip made from a silicon

substrate with 5um of thermally grown silicon oxide, PDMS side-walls, and a sealing

layer of fused-silica glass with fluidic vias.

Device 2: Microchip Capillary Electrophoresis A microfluidic capillary injection

chip was developed to determine whether the gold nanorods could be injected and de-

tected in a microfluidic channel. The device was a composite chip made from a silicon

substrate with 5um of thermally grown silicon oxide, PDMS side-walls, and a sealing

layer of fused-silica glass with fluidic vias.

Both devices were fabricated using a 200 µm thick sheet of precast polydimethylsilox-

ane (PDMS) to define the channel walls. The cut PDMS sheet was bonded via oxygen

plasma to a silicon wafer with a 5 µm thermal oxide layer and a fused-silica wafer with

drilled fluidic access ports.
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Figure 5.1 shows the three different components of the sheath flow and microchip

CE devices. The use of PDMS enabled the rapid prototyping of different microfluidic

channel configurations.

Figure 5.1: A render of the three different components of the PDMS microfluidic
devices. The pattern of the PDMS could easily be changed to enable the use of
standard top and bottom substrates to enable rapid prototyping.

Device 3: Microchip Microspectrophotometry Device A fused silica microfluidic

channel was fabricated via wet etching and direct bonding. Channel dimensions are 50

mm length, 50 µm width, and 20 µm depth. Port connectors (Labsmith) are bonded to

drilled fluidic vias for interfacing.
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5.3 Platform Validation

The LSPR spectrum of the gold nanorod sensors is tunable from visible wavelengths

to the near-infrared. Both whole blood and water are transparent in the near infrared

(NIR). By using gold nanorods with an LSPR peak wavelength in the NIR, changes in

the measured LSPR spectrum will indicate the presence of target, not interference from

the fluidic medium. Figure 5.2 shows the absorbance spectra for several different gold

nanorod samples with an overlay of the biological transparency window[226].

Figure 5.2: The absorbance spectra four different lab–synthesized gold nanorods show-
ing the tunable nature of the absorbance peak. The shaded region of the chart is the
blood transparency window[226]. The spectra were measured using a UV-Vis. The
legend refers to the nanorod length.

Figure 5.3 shows the detection of NR20(860) nanorods in whole blood using UV-Vis

spectroscopy. Although the LSPR peak blue shifts as compared to the peak measured in
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DI water, it is clearly detected and only a moderate improvement in measured intensity

is observed when the whole blood solution is further diluted with 1X PBS.

Figure 5.3: Absorbance spectra of NR20(860) nanorods in both DI water and diluted
whole blood (1:1, 1:2 1X PBS). The NR20(860) sample is clearly observed in whole
blood with only a moderate blue shift away from the absorbance peak measured
without the presence of blood.

Darkfield microscopy is used to detect gold nanorods by observing the light scattered

by the particles. To verify the ability to optically detect gold nanorods in whole blood, a

series of control experiments were performed as summarized in Figure 5.4. Figure 5.4A

shows a darkfield image of NS20(860) nanorods in solution without the presence of blood,

Figure 5.4B shows a brightfield image of blood cells without the presence of nanorods,

Figure 5.4C shows a darkfield image of the NS20(860) nanorod / blood mixture with

the blood cells under flow, while Figure 5.4D shows a picture of the same mixture under
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darkfield conditions under stationary conditions. The NS20(860) nanorods can be clearly

observed in whole blood. The blood cells, while still detected in darkfield microscopy, do

not impede the detection of the nanorods. The streaks in Figure 5.4B and C are from

the movement of the blood cells during exposure as the solution as the solution is under

flow as compared to the stationary conditions of Figure 5.4D. The stationary blood cells

in Figure 5.4B are blood cells that have stuck to the substrate surface.

Figure 5.4: (A) Shows a darkfield image of NS20(860) nanorods in solution without the
presence of blood. (B) Shows a brightfield image of blood cells without the presence of
nanorods. (C) Shows a darkfield image of the NS20(860) nanorod / blood mixture with
the blood cells moving. (D) Shows a picture of the mixture under darkfield conditions
with the blood cells stationary. These images show that the NS20(860) nanorods
can be clearly observed in the presence of blood and that the blood cells, while still
detected in darkfield microscopy, do not impede the detection of the nanorods. The
streaks in (B) and (C) are from the movement of the blood cells during exposure. The
stationary blood cells in (B) are blood cells that have stuck to the substrate surface.
All images were taken using a Canon 7D on a Nikon Eclipse L-150 Microscope at
100X magnification under halogen lamp illumination.
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The detection modality was validated using NR20(860) nanorods functionalized with

Streptococcus pneumoniae Monoclonal antibody to detect the presence of Streptococcus

pneumoniae in a whole blood sample using darkfield microscopy. Figure 5.5 shows the

performance of the functionalized nanorods as sensors for detecting bacterial presence.

Identical areas imaged using brightfield and darkfield microscopy show that for the control

system of whole blood with Streptococcus pneumoniae the bacteria is visible only in

brightfield imaging. However, for the system with functionalized nanorods, clear bright

spots are observed in darkfield imaging. These spots, when merged with the brightfield

image, match the locations of bacteria, even when obscured by cells. Based upon this

performance validation, a microfluidic sampling platform was designed for full sample

interrogation.
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Figure 5.5: Detection of Streptococcus pneumoniae isolate D39 using functionalized
N20(860) nanorods imaged using brightfield and darkfield microscopy. For the control
system of whole blood and Streptococcus pneumoniae, the bacteria is clearly observed
amongst the blood cells under brightfield microscopy. Neither was observed in dark-
field microscopy. When functionalized nanorods are included in the sample, there is
clear, observable scattering detected using darkfield microscopy. When the darkfield
and brightfield images are merged, the scattering points and bacteria match locations.
Non-specific binding is not observed.
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5.4 Microfluidic absorbance-based gold nanoparticle

detection

Initial platform development required validation of the detection of nanorod ab-

sorbance in a microfluidic channel. Several designs were developed to understand the

detection sensitivity at small path lengths (20 µm) for dilute nanoparticle samples.

5.4.1 Substrate Material Characterization

To determine the optimal substrate for imaging gold nanoparticles in microfluidic

channels using light scattering, initial detection measurements were recorded using dark-

field microscopy. A darkfield image of N20(700) nanorods on a silicon / silicon–oxide

substrate in solution underneath a glass coverslip at 50X magnification is shown in Fig-

ure 5.6. The nanorods were illuminated with the built-in halogen lamp of the Nikon

Eclipse L-150 Upright Microscope.

The same N20(700) nanorods were then imaged on a borosilicate glass substrate in

solution under the same illumination conditions through a glass coverslip at 50X, but as

a result of the substrate’s transparency, the nanorods could not be imaged in solution

through a coverslip.

This set of experiments was then repeated using glancing–angle illumination from a

laser diode both on and off peak resonance for the gold nanorod sample. The N20(700)

nanorod sample was imaged in solution on both a silicon / silicon–oxide substrate and

borosilicate glass substrate through a glass coverslip. The nanorod sample has an ab-

sorption peak near 690 nm as seen in the chart of Figure 5.7, corresponding to a common

laser diode illumination source. Figure 5.7A shows the nanorod sample under illumina-

tion at a wavelength near the absorption peak. Figure 5.7B shows the nanorod sample
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Figure 5.6: A darkfield image of N20(700) nanorods on a silicon / silicon-oxide sub-
strate taken at 50X on a Nikon Eclipse L-150 Upright Microscope under halogen lamp
illumination. The large bright spots are aggregated nanoparticles, while the small
points are the light scattered by individual or dimer / trimer nanorod assemblies.
The subfigure (A) is a 200% digitally magnified image of the identified region to show
the difference between the individual nanoparticle points and the larger aggregated
assemblies.

illuminated at a wavelength off the peak absorption wavelength, which for this sample is

785 nm.

As nanorods respond differently when illuminated with light at the peak and off–peak

absorbance wavelengths, verification was required to determine if these differences could

be observed in microfluidic channels. Using a three-sheath flow PDMS channel, the three

nanorod samples were each introduced into the channel, illuminated on and off wavelength

by the laser diodes, and the intensity across the channel measured. The samples were
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Figure 5.7: Laser Scattering Illumination. For the N20(700) nanorod, the absorbance
spectra shows a clear absorbance peak (A) near 690 nm, the lasing wavelength of
one of the laser diode illumination sources. By illuminating at that wavelength, the
nanorods in solution on a silicon / silicon–oxide substrate are easily observed when
imaged on an upright microscope (Nikon Eclipse L-150) at 50X magnification. When
illuminated off–resonance at 785nm (B), the larger aggregates of nanorods are visible,
but the individual nanorods no–longer exhibit the strong surface plasmon resonance
as seen at 690 nm.

then simultaneously introduced to the channel and imaged at an illumination wavelength

corresponding to one of the nanorod samples’ absorbance peak.

In one example case, the channel is illuminated with the 690 nm wavelength laser

corresponding to the absorbance peak of the N20(700) nanorods. Figure 5.8 shows the

expected intensities of each nanorod sample at the 690 nm illumination wavelength as de-

termined by comparing nanorod absorbance spectra. From this comparison, the N20(700)

nanorods should be the brightest when illuminated at this wavelength, followed by the

N20(650) nanorods and the N20(800) nanorods.

When the intensity is measured across the width of the channel, three clear, distinct

intensity plateaus appear that correspond to the three different nanorod samples flowing

through the sheath flow microfluidic device as seen in figure 5.9. It should be noted
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Figure 5.8: Comparison of the different nanorod samples relative absorption intensity
at one illumination wavelength (690 nm) which corresponds to the absorption peak of
the N20(700) nanorod sample. From this comparison, the 45nm nanorods should be
the brightest when illuminated at this wavelength, followed by the N20(650) nanorods
and the N20(800) nanorods.

that the pixel intensity measurements have been vertically binned while maintaining

horizontal pixel fidelity.

As a consequence of these experiments, it was determined that different nanorods

could be detected in microfluidic channels by using glancing–angle laser illumination at

the surface plasmon resonance peak for different nanorod samples.
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Figure 5.9: Sheath flow measurement of nanorod intensities under 690 nm laser illu-
mination as imaged across the width of the microfluidic channel. The left figure is a
schematic of the three-sheath flow microfluidic device with the position of the nanorod
samples. The right figure is the pixel intensity measurement recorded by the Andor
Luca EMCCD camera. The intensities have been vertically binned while maintaining
horizontal pixel fidelity.
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Although effective, the limitation of this approach is the reliance on specified illu-

mination wavelengths corresponding to the LSPR absorbance peaks of the nanoparticle

samples. Integrating microspectrophotometry to the microfluidic system would enable

multiplexed nanoparticle detection without a priori information about the nanoparticle

system. Multispectral detection would also enable the monitoring of changes in the LSPR

peaks due to changes in surface functionalization, critical to both the bacterial detection

platform along with general nanoparticle characterization.

To achieve this detection modality, a spectrophotometer was integrated into the op-

tical path of an upright microscope as shown schematically in Figure 5.10. Figure 5.11

shows the actual instrumental setup. By integrating a white-light illumination source,

the full absorbance spectra can be measured for a nanoparticle sample thereby providing

a facile means to distinguish between nanoparticle populations.

Figure 5.10: Schematic of the microfluidic-based microspectrophotometry system de-
veloped for nanorod characterization. White light illumination from a halogen source
is coupled into a microfluidic channel and collected for detection using a spectrograph.
Through this method, the full absorbance spectra is recorded for a nanoparticle pop-
ulation.
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Figure 5.11: Experimental setup for microfluidic-based microspectrophotometry sys-
tem. Using an Olympus BX-41 upright microscope as the imaging platform, a Andor
Shamrock 303i spectrograph with a Newton camera is attached for spectral analysis.
An Andor Luca camera is used to chip alignment verification.

A series of dilution tests were performed starting with the initial stock nanorod so-

lution to characterize the sensitivity of the system. Figure 5.12 illustrates the sampling

process whereby distinct nanoparticle samples are introduced to a single microfluidic

channel via vacuum-driven flow separated from a water blank by air-bubble spacers.

The use of water blanks ensured accurate baseline measurement before and after each

nanoparticle sample.

Figure 5.13 shows the recorded signal for NR20(735) nanorod sample. The non-

normalized intensity values (shown) are small as a result of the 20 µm measurement

pathlength. The nanorod absorbance peak is clearly detected and measured using this

technique. The noise in the signal is the result of variations in light intensity and increased

stray scattering from the spectrograph diffraction grating when outside optimal range (for

this grating, above 760 nm).
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Figure 5.12: Illustration of the sampling process for the concentration validation mea-
surements. Nanoparticle samples are introduced to a single microfluidic chip via
vacuum-driven flow. Water is used as the spectral baseline and the two solutions are
separated by air-bubble spacers.

The dilution series from stock NR20(735) nanorod concentration to a 1:32 dilution

is shown as raw absorbance data in Figure 5.14. From the data only the stock, 1:2,

and 1:4 solutions are resolved with clear peaks near 735 nm. As a result of intensity

variations in the recorded absorbance spectra, the 1:8, 1:16, and 1:32 dilutions are not

resolved. However, as shown in Figure 5.15, the high frequency noise in the signal from

the intensity fluctuations can be removed using wavelet denoising analysis [119]. After

denoising, the absorbance signals are significantly clearer enabling the resolution of the

1:8 dilution spectra, but the 1:16 and 1:32 spectra are still indistinguishable from the

control signal.

As a detection platform, the microfluidic-microspectrophotometry system monitors

the absorbance signal over time to capture the evolution of the characteristic LSPR peak

as shown in Figure 5.16. Variations in sample concentration appear as gradients in peak

intensity as expected from the serial dilution measurements. The platform can measure
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Figure 5.13: The recorded signal for NR20(735) nanorod sample. The non-normalized
intensity values (shown) are small as a result of the 20 µm measurement pathlength.

stock nanorod concentrations, such as NR20(735) in Figure 5.16, but due to the noise

from light intensity variations, concentrations relevant for capillary electrophoresis are

undetectable.
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Figure 5.14: Dilution series of the NR20(735) nanorods from stock to 1:32. Raw
absorbance spectra shows significant noise component due to fluctuations in the mea-
sured light intensity. The increase in noise with increasing wavelength is a function
of instrument design and diffraction grating positioning. Stock, 1:2, and 1:4 measure-
ments are resolved, but the remaining samples are not resolved above the baseline
noise floor.

Figure 5.15: Dilution series of the NR20(735) nanorods from stock to 1:32. Denoised
spectra from wavelet analysis shows significant noise reduction. Stock, 1:2, 1:4, 1:8
measurements are resolved, but the remaining samples are not resolved above the
baseline noise floor.
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Figure 5.16: Evolution of absorbance spectra over time for the NR20(735) nanorod
sample. As observed, the nanorod solution increases in concentration until a steady-s-
tate value is measured. Bubble spacers are used to separate the nanorods from the
water samples.
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5.5 Discussion

Accurate and rapid characterization of gold nanoparticles is critical for not only

nanoparticle synthesis, but also for advancing gold nanoparticle application development.

Limitations of current analytical techniques inhibits the full in-situ characterization of

gold nanoparticles, such as the inability to distinguish the specific nature of the multi-

ple peaks observed in the microchip capillary electrophoresis experiments discussed in

Chapter 3. The benefits of doing on–chip absorbance measurements in conjunction with

microchip CE separations are substantial as this would enable not only the ability to

full characterize nanoparticles, but would also enable other spectroscopic technique such

as localized surface plasmon resonance biosensing using the nanoparticles as the sensing

medium.

The combination of microspectrophotometry and microfluidics has demonstrated the

ability to characterize gold nanoparticle populations in real-time. However, noise from

light intensity fluctuations inhibit the detection of nanoparticle populations at concentra-

tions relevant for both biological sensing and nanoparticle characterization by microchip

CE. The fluctuations in intensity are the result of instability in the illumination source

rather than stray environmental light. A thorough investigation of different light sources

yielded no improvements with the established system. Mercury lamps (Olympus), tem-

perature stabilized fiber coupled mercury illuminators (Olympus), Halogen illuminators

(Olympus, Prior Scientific), and a custom-built LED illuminator (Cree LED source)

demonstrated significant time-resolved intensity instabilities. Without significant modi-

fications to the experimental setup in the form of a custom-built microscope with temper-

ature stabilized LED illumination, referenced mercury illumination, or integrated laser

illumination, this technique will not achieve the necessary sensitivity required.

Integration of the absorbance spectrophotometry system with the nanoparticle de-
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tection platform for blood sepsis does not require the same light stability with wide

tunability as the nanoparticle characterization platform does. As the nanoparticle sys-

tem is selected a priori, a laser source with a wavelength centered at the nanoparticle

LSPR peak would be sufficient for detection measurements. By integrating the appropri-

ate laser with the microfluidic chip, the next steps in platform development can proceed.

Specifically, careful evaluation of the limits of detection, nanoparticle concentration, and

resolution of the system is required. These steps must be conducted with active strepto-

coccus pneumoniae from mouse blood cultures and simultaneously measured using cul-

turing techniques as any variation in time between measurements will result in different

bacteria concentrations.

The demonstration of both the microspectrophotometric microfluidic platform and

the successful detection of streptococcus pneumoniae are significant steps towards a fully

integrated blood sepsis analysis platform. By overcoming the noise limitation, this plat-

form can also characterize nanoparticles using the increased specificity offered by mi-

crochip CE.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions and Future Directions

Metallic nanoparticles are an exciting class of engineered materials that hold great

promise for revolutionizing a wide array of fields and disciplines. Although utilized al-

ready in cosmetics, stain-resistant clothing, and diagnostics, significant challenges exist

in adequately characterization nanoparticles. These challenges are both in the actual

measurement of nanoparticle morphology, surface functionalization, polydispersity, and

colloidal stability after synthesis, but also with understanding how the nanoparticles in-

teract with the surrounding environment such nanoparticle toxicity to cells in bio-related

applications or their presence in the environment as found in waste products. As a con-

sequence, the ability to both engineer and safely use nanoparticles in a fully-realized

manner depends solely upon our ability to characterize them.

This dissertation explores the fundamental difficulties in nanoparticle characterization

in order to develop better methods than the traditionally used methods of TEM, DLS,

and UV-Vis. This work shows that not only do these methods offer an incomplete

picture of a nanoparticle population, but commercially available nanoparticles must be

independently characterized before use in order to verify they are of the desired size,

shape, and functionality.
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Through this work, microfluidics is shown to be a powerful tool for accessing informa-

tion about nanoparticle properties in a manner not traditionally available with standard

analytical tools. However, much is required to fully develop the capabilities of both

micro-CE and a fully-integrated microfluidic detection platform. Using this dissertation

as a foundation, subsequent work would focus upon better understanding the separation

mechanism of gold nanoparticle populations in micro-CE by evaluating the use of surfac-

tants present in the running buffer and through integration of the micro-CE experiments

with absorbance detection. This would enable the probing of the different sub-peak

populations to ascertain the nanoparticle composition that forms each of the separated

peaks. Fully integrating absorbance spectroscopy to on-chip microfluidic analysis would

realize the potential of the light-scattering properties of the gold nanoparticles for bio-

detection / diagnostics. Shown to be a promising method for detecting the presence of

pathogens in whole blood, further developing an understanding of the limits of detection,

concentration dependence of the absorbance signal, and the time for full analysis would

establish this method as a clinically relevant detection tool.

Both gold nanoparticles and microfluidics hold great promise as transformative tech-

nologies. It is the author’s hope that with continued development by the scientific com-

munity as a whole, this promise can be realized in an meaningful, constructive, and

broadly-applicable manner.
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